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A hundred vears ago people were still in doubt
whether atmospheric air is a mechanical mixture or a
chemical combination of its chief elements, oxygen and
The

nitrogen.

easily separated,

two gases

fact

that the

was

in favor of

its

could be so
being a compound,

while the extraordinary constancy of

its

proportional

26, 1887.

carbonic acid

is

prepared

trial

atmosphere being 5,000

its

elements.

acid, or

Soo,ooo million tons of carbon.

quantity of carbon

is

suspended

perceptible in our atmospheric

or rather a chemico-physiological influence to pre-

serve the constancy of

ognized

at

its

mixture.

It

was further

rec-

an early date that atmospheric air always

and everywhere contains some carbonic acid. But its
amount seemed to be too insignificant a share to be worth
any attention, yet how enormous is the absolute magnitude which this small proportion of carbonic acid in the
constitutes,

air

considering

the

great expanse of

This was not fully understood

atmosphere.

until

horizon extended, until his perceptive faculty
his intellectual

the

man's

grew and

eye learned to comprise worlds, until he

had succeeded in determining the weight of this our earth
and its atmosphere. Then the imposing transmigration of
carbon taking place in the atmosphere was recognized.
It

was

stated that

all

carbonic acid which enters into

the air by combustion, respiration, decay and otherwise,
is

converted under the influence of sunlight through
vegetable kingdom into organized carbon-combi-

the

and the liberated oxygen
returns into the atmosphere.
As this change takes
place on a large scale, it is the chief condition of a
nations,

viz.

into

minute pro-

This enormous

and scarcely

invisible,

air, it is

is

constantly con-

In consequence

a state of perpetual

migration.

Such
tells

is

the state of

But geology
which the

things to-day.

that there has been a period in

us

atmosphere which

was more

is

saturated.

our store-house of carbonic acid,
In their early era the temperature

of our planet, being like that of a hothouse, produced a

Later investigations proved that solar radiance, beside
this merely mechanical influence, exercises also a chemical,

cts.

3 billion tons of carbonic

of this change of matter there

intimate mixture of

Single Copies, 15

billion tons, this

quantum of

portion represents a

sumed and constantly redintegrated.

problem ceased rapidly as
soon as it was proven with certainty that the oxygen
and nitrogen of the atmosphere exist beside each other
in a free state, and that the extraordinary and never subsiding motion of the aerie ocean which is produced by
the influence of the sunbeams, causes a constant and
in this

Three Dollars per Year.

J

food for the vegetable kino--

as

The

taken

(

dom, and the aerie ocean serves as a store-house, the
stock of which by this unceasing exchange is kept at a
constant level.
Since our observations were recorded,
which certainly is no longer than a few hundred years,
the amount of carbonic acid in atmospheric air remained
almost unchanged at an average proportion of o.oj. vol.
perc. = 4:10000 vols.
It appears to be little, but in
reality it is enormous.
The weight of the whole terres-

composition seemed to indicate a chemical combination.
interest

Basis.

plants,

constant composition of the atmospheric

air.

Thus

the

gigantic flora

which

later

on

large coal deposits on earth.

which

in

its

decline formed the

The same

carbonic acid

immemorial times roared and stormed through
the high calamites of the paleozoic era, sunk as a
petrified vegetable organism into a long and deathlike
in

new resurrection in our days. It is the
who awakens it to a new life which means a new

sleep awaiting a

miner

chemical activity, and civilized

engaged

to restore

it

mankind

are

busily

to the great circulation of nature.

Thus the man of our century heats with the glow
which was blazing down upon earth long before men
were living on its surface, and it is this heat to which
the present time owes the gigantic development by
which it is characterized.

Compare
ago

conditions of to-day with those

fifty

years

where large industries exist, and you
will be astonished at the change in such a short space of
time.
It is almost a superabundance of force in which
humankind indulges, since we have succeeded to
in countries

unlock the coal treasures underground, and
subservient to our wants.

Man

make them

indeed fully understood

how to put the talent in his trust on usury. On the
one hand he is not free from the reproach of profusion,
yet on the other he must be credited for having lifted
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himself with the help of the black bounty, to an intel-

which never before was

lectual height

attained, not

even

era

in

is

the full sense of the

word an

Every where in places of industrial activity
glowing hearths fed with fossil carbon; we meet

with stationary, with movable, and with swimming
chimneys which unceasingly send forth into the aerie
ocean, the gaseous products of combustion,

viz.,

carbonic

acid.

The quantum

of carbonic acid

which human kind

at

present produces by combustion, for either the procreation of heat or energy, or light or electricity,

is

extra-

ordinary and greatly enhanced in comparison to former
This is done to such an extent that we may ask
times.

whether

re-introduction of carbon

a

many

latent for

which has been

geological periods into the circulation

of the terrestrial interchange of matter, by the combustion of coal on so large a scale, may not possibly cause

change of our atmosphere so

a

as to disturb

its

chemical

in

the nega-

equilibrium.

We
tive,

may

but

it

decidedly answer this question

will

afford sufficient interest to look at the

problem somewhat

entire production of pit coal

quantum

of fossil carbon into the living vegetable indi-

viduals in the shape of, for instance, our native pines,

we

have a more vivid idea of its amount. 360 million
tons of coal would be 942 million tons or 35S8.5
Now imagine all these pines
million cubic feet logs.
will

at

the

age for being

fittest

cut, say of

number would be, according to a
made for this purpose by my learned

80 years, their

calculation

friend

professor of forestry in Tharandt, 2,625

kindly

Mr. Judeich,
million trees,

and would cover almost double the area of the kingdom
Pine forests grown by a rational cultivaof Saxony.
tion should cover the area of about four times the Ger-

man empire

in

order to produce regularly this

quantum

wood.
For a further comparison, and with regard to the
mere carbon of coal, we may calculate how much human force is represented by the quantum of heat anOf course our calculanually produced by combustion.
tion is only approximative and in some respects may not

of octogenary

One man

gives off by respiration 22 liters* of car-

bonic acid per hour; accordingly his lungs oxidize 12
grams carbon. Now if it were possible to use carbon
directly as food, viz., exclusively to feed the respiratory

organs for the required production of animal heat, one
man power would consume 150 kilo, carbon per year.
If

it

were possible thus

*One gallon=three and

to

consume

four-fifths liters.

coal

by

respiration

is

to say,

by feeding the en-

man power.

entire population of the earth

is

fully one-half of

number. So we produce by machines annually,
twice the amount of force which is represented by the
muscle power of all humankind. In other words, the
labor of man has been trippled by the use of coal.
The
generation of to-day works three times as much as generations of former ages, which is done by a three times
greater consumption of carbon.
One-third is used as
food for respiration and is produced by the sun's labor
of to-day; two-thirds are taken from the prehistoric
store-room of the coal formation. One- third of the carbonic acid produced by combustion is exhaled through
the lungs, two-thirds are emitted through chimneys ot
all sorts into the aerie ocean, and this same carbonic acid
is used upon earth, according to the circulation of matter, for the growth of new vegetable organisms.
Thus
we experience another resurrection of the very same
black bounty which the miner brought up to daylight,
after it has afforded us heat and energy.
Or should
it

be otherwise?

Is

produced

is

may

industry,

it

in

not be

possible that the carbonic acid
so great quantities

consumed by

by modern
amassed
There is no

plants, but

gradually in our terrestrial atmosphere?

reason to fear such outcome, but

we must

we do

pondering upon such

not

However,

know.

we

problems,

tle

planet,

in

confess that

are impressed with the truth, that nature

cannot be measured by

which

is

human work.

Even on our

human

traceable

The amount

lit-

diminutively small in comparison to

the universe, proportions are too gigantic to

show any

influence.

which is wrested from the
by thousands of diligent hands and
by other thousands is used for combustion, this whole
amount of carbon is so exceedingly small as to dwindle
away if compared to the gigantic stock contained in our
of carbon

interior of the earth

terrestrial

atmosphere.

In spite of the small proportion

amounts to 800,000 million tons
of carbon, and we add to this by annual combustion only
252 million tons of carbon, which is an increase of
of 0.04 vol. perc,

it

In addition to the 0.04 vol. perc. of
0.0315 per cent.
the average proportion of carbonic acid in atmospheric
air, the whole amount would be raised to 0.0400126 vol.
perc.

The

be indisputable.

that

this

which

closer.

on earth has been
calculated to be per annum 360 million tons, or, on an
If we reconvert this
average, one million tons per day.

The

The

era of

combustion.

we see

human organisms,

gine man, the annual production of coal would suffice
for 2,400 million

in classical antiquity.

Our

of
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difference

is

so insignificant that

it

could not be

determined by the most minute methods of investigation,
especially as the homogeneity of air is great but by no

means

absolute.

these and similar considerations we learn
modesty when we compare human work to that of
Man's hand is too weak to interfere noticeably
nature.
with the imposing mechanism of the cosmic gear. We
work on a small scale, and too slowly to disturb the

From

:

'
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equilibrium of the proportions ruling on earth.

we

suppose

used

which can be produced

pyrites

all

by mining, irrespective of pecuniary gains, and
submitted them to the process of roasting and the manufacture of sulphuric acid in order to submerge all dolomites and limestones, the enormous quantity of carbonic acid which would develop, would be swept away
at all

by the wind, and soon be

lost in the aerie

This our smallness must not
In spite of

our time

it

which humankind

is

we

masses becomes so far increased

may

indulge in com-

human measure,

to a

for

—

WARD,

F.

The concluding paragraph of
that I made to the symposium, in

A.

the Christian Regis-

many

and appears to have been so little understood,
the same time attracting so much attention,

at

that

has seemed to

it

explain

"

interroga-

me

The paragraph

it.

would not have

I

science

almost a duty to expand and

skeptical

is

as follows

is

inferred from the above that

it

as to

the immortality of the soul.

human

Science postulates the immortality, not of the

of the soul of the least atom of mat-

alone, but

soul

Consciousness

ter.

from the

results

eternal

activi-

and grandest
product, and not one atom nor one atomic movement is
ever lost. The immortality of science is the eternity of

ties

the

of

universe,

highest

their

is

its motions in the production of phenomena,
and science will always object to all unphilosophical
attempts to confound phenomena with these."
Probably the most satisfactory way to answer these

matter and

questions and elucidate the
refer all
in

which

who

are interested

this

and many other important psychological

problems are treated
philosophy, which,
chapter

scope

in its

work

of that

at least,

as

claims to be com-

presented

with the

which lead up to it, as they are
two chapters that precede it; so that a

of considerations
in the

the fifth

in

could only be partially appre-

ciated without a previous acquaintance

series

set forth

suitable

preparation for intelligently comprehending, not to say
accepting,

reading of
of that

my
at

point of view,

work, while

in precisely the

to

same

would require the

be

in

light as

condition to see the matter
I

see

it

would require the

work, or some 1,400 pages.
While I should, of course, be glad to have any who are
interested in my views perform the first, or even the

reading

of the entire

second of these tasks,
not expect

it,

I

and hence

it,

and do

will attempt in such a

manner

certainly cannot ask
I

in intensity

as to

be

actions of such individualized por-

From

simple state incre-

this

increment throughout

to

reached.

whole

the

some

cule

of

trace

Conversely,

we

are compelled

component of a protoplasmic molethe same property, which is the

to predicate of each

proper basis for the theory of a universal soul in inanimate nature. It exists, but for want of organization it
is

human

too feeble to be perceptible to the

faculties, or

to

work any

at

length agrees with vulgar opinion as to the existence

mind

of

appreciable effects.

nature; but there remains this fatal differ-

in

reduces

increase in

practical

it

nescience,

increase in organization.

to

into omniscience,

it

and declares thai
mind-force can only take place in proportion
to

it

thus that science

It is

ence, that instead of magnifying

And

while molecular or

may so far intensify it as to render it perceptible to the human faculties, molar ox morphological organization may carry it up to the exalted
height to which it attains in the elite of mankind.
The
chemical organization

only intelligence

in

the

of

intelligence

been evolved,

the universe worthy of the

and the highest

name

is

beings which have

the organized

manifestation

of the

power known to the occupants of this planet is
which emanates from the human brain. Thus does

psychic
that

science invert the pantheistic pyramid."

Now,
more

there

if

is

one truth that science has taught

forcibly than any other

are ourselves

Mensch
has a

that

is

it

only phenomena, and next to this

it

we

can

know
we

has taught that

It was Kant who said, '•'Dor
Erscheiming" and this truth science

phenomena.

ist selbst

thousand times confirmed.

It

applies to everv-

thing that constitutes man, his body and mind, his intellect, senses,

A

careful

chapters, or nearly 200 pages

least three

added

is

shaped

in certain definitely

course of organic development, until the highest mani-

of a general system of

as parts

argument

But the

plete.

whole subject would be to
to my Dvna?nic Sociology,

which

tions of the substance.

festations are

M.

the short contribution

ter of April 7 last, has called forth so

from the

inferable

ment

THE IMMORTALITY THAT SCIENCE TEACHES.

while

property of consciousness must therefore be
every molecule of protoplasm to a

to inhere in

certain limited degree,

works must be done according
after all
we are men.

tories,

The

assumed

We

made, but an estimation of our

BY LESTER

In doing this,
however, I may perhaps be permitted to quote one paragraph from the work referred to, which will state the
question and indicate the answer in a clearer and more
forcible manner than I could now do by the use of
other words:
"

oppress us!

clear the one point in question.

great, perhaps the greatest

lived.

parisons like those

make

ocean.

affect or

able within the limits of this article, to

shall be

as I

199

and

will.

phenomenon, etymologically considered,

which appears.

phenomenon

To

appear implies a time

did not exist as such.

article referred to, a

is

when

that

the

But, as stated in the

beginning implies an end, appear-

ance implies ultimate disappearance, and a phenomenon
is

necessarily finite in duration.

Man

as a

phenomenon

must therefore share these attributes, and as certainly as
he has had a beginning so certainly must his existence as
man cease and discontinue altogether.
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Where,

then,

may

it

If the

immortality?

nomenon, what

is it

well be asked,

whole man

the

is

room

for

but a transient phe-

is

that shall endure forever?

word phenomenon, while denoting

find that the

change and evanescence, connotes permanence and perThat which appears must have previously
petuity.
existed, else

which negatives

It

It

Every phenomenon

have

existed,

a

prodthat

form.

and after the phenomenon

disappeared

again

is

The elements
assumed that

before they

existed

it

They had always
shall

science and not theology

not a magic apparition.

is

compose

is

absurd the doctrine of the creation of

as

anything out of nothing.
uct.

The phenomenon

could never appear.

it

implies the noumenon.

will continue to

the}-

exist forever.

These elements

are not altogether material.

With-

out discussing the ultimate constitution of matter, and

accepting
things,

it

we

and the substratum of all
compelled to recognize an immate-

reality

a

as

are

still

rial

part as belonging to that substratum and insepara-

ble

from

it,

but equally independent of

all

a

we

find this being forgetting that he

phenomenon and claiming
Yet, so far

themselves.

Science answers this question of the future by pointTaking recourse again to etymology
ing to the past.

we

powers,

considerations

right, that

he

is

is

himself

the attributes of things in

he from possessing this

is

really, of all nature's earthly products,

the most remote from the primordial cause of things.

The
man

lowest animal or plant
is;

the

"physical

nearer

is

of

basis

origin than

its

life,"

protoplasm,

is

nearer than the lowest organized creature, and further
progress toward the absolute source of being leads back

through the organic and inorganic substances to the
still back to the tenuous ether of interstellar space.
So far, again, from any part of man being immortal,
he shows the vast distance that separates him from

simplest element of chemistry, and

that ultimate source by the brevity of his existence as
compared with the enduring, but by no means eternal,
rocks on which by myriad inscriptions he has sought to
perpetuate his memory.
But let it not be supposed that this extremely deriva-

and comparatively evanescent character of man in
any way implies a corresponding lack of importance.
On the contrary he stands at the head of a long series of

tive

progressive steos in the mechanical organization of the

each of which steps

For it is a postulate of science, and one in
complete harmony with every observed fact, that the
material elements of the universe possess activities by
which alone they are capable of being wrought into
These activities are as perpetual and
perceptible forms.

primal force of nature,

persistent as the material elements themselves, and as

and the results are as much greater than those of
unorganized nature, as the achievements of the age of

of time.

inseparable from them as the

They

body.

soul

is

from the

of Haeckel, and the

Just as the material elements

true soul of the universe.

when

human

are the atom-souls

raised to the plane of perceptibility

become sub-

stance, so the immaterial elements

when

raised to the

same plane become property, and

in the

two we have

respectively the basis of

all

quantity and quality.

These transcendental elements of nature are the
They are the
stuff of which all phenomena are made.
true noumena, or things in themselves, and they alone
endure amid all the changes of time. They possess,
moreover, the "promise and potency" of the highest
But they are not themselves
life, the grandest thought.
life and thought; these are phenomena, their visible
They have been evolved from this raw mateproducts.
They have embodied
rial during eons of change.
in long series of increasingly higher forms
have one after another appeared and disappeared

themselves
that

After so
long a struggle for higher and higher expression there

in

the

paleontologic history of our planet.

has come forth
the

at last,

as the loftiest flight of nature,

phenomenon man, possessing

thought, and capable

a

physical organ of

in his best estate

of contemplating

objectively the other products of evolution and of under-

standing

in a

But now,

small degree the laws of the universe.
in

the exercise of these truly wonderful

has been
the

made more

in

effective.

this force

Organization consists in

concentration and focalization of the elements of

nature to render them effective in the production of results.
It is

the machinery, or economic gearing

up

of the uni-

verse,

machinery are greater than those of the ages before
machinery had been introduced. Consciousness, reason, intelligence, and inventive genius represent the
maximum of mechanical organization in the world.
.Civilization is their result, and in place of primeval
forests we have enlightened populations; in place of
wild beasts we have statesmen and philosophers working
out the problems of life, mind, and society. Yet all the
powers of this exalted being, man, are but the original
forces of nature intensified many thousand fold through
organization. The unorganized activities of the universe
are feeble and ineffective for any conscious purpose.
Their energy is scattered and diffused, and wastes itself
in aimless and profitless work.
Just as in war, in government, and in industrial economy, it is organization
that achieves success, so has it been with the elements
and forces of primordial nature, and what science denotes
by the terms organic progress and biologic evolution is
simply the progressively higher organization of these
elements and forces, from the bathybian ooze of the
sea-bottom to the developed brain of a Napoleon or a

Newton.
But

all

this

implies no increase in the

amount

either the matter or the motion of the universe.

the rays of the winter sun

may, by the

of

Just as

sun-glass, be
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of the atmosphere

coil

or the

Leyden

jar,

may, by the Ruhmkorf

be converted into a thunderbolt,

"mind

so the diffused and imperceptible

in

nature"

—

may

by similar concentrated direction be made

to display

the attributes of consciousness, reason, and

intelligent

something to have learned that there exist, have
always existed, and will ever continue to exist, the indestructible and unchangeable elements and powers out of
which, through similar processes, equal, and perhaps far
superior,

may

results

This

be accomplished.

is

the impersonation,
trees, bits of

bling sense of truth he would scorn to barter for the
illusory

hope of an eternity of personal

but

MYTHOLOGIC RELIGIONS.
BY CHARLES

Kearv,

in

his

Dawn

two tendencies always

to be

D. B.

of History, speaks of

marked

in religious

the

thought,

since the beginning of history, viz., "the metaphysical
and the mythological tendency," as he calls them.
fn one the mind endeavors, in its conception of the
highest, and of the world we call spiritual, to rise
beyond the realm of the determinate, or of form
and personal, and contemplate superpersonal and
ideal.
In the other it is always casting the Supreme
One in the mold of form, framing its thought of
him or it as individual, palpable deity, a veritable
and visible, though may be distant, person. He is a
royal monarch, seated on a gorgeous throne, reigning in regal pomp and splendor, surrounded by his
throngs of courtiers and constant prostrate worshipers,
attended by ministrant armies, passive instruments of

sovereign will, and swift to execute

it

on the instant

anywhere throughout his vast domain. His world, the
unseen kingdom of his rule, is a world of personalities,
rank on rank of spirits flown from earth or dis'ant star,
and of angels, archangels, etc., in innumerable hosts
filling
the immeasurable realm of
potentate.
this
Indeed there is no end to the mythology built up from
this

germ, the heaven and the

hell,

and the myriad deni-

bone, winds, clouds, waters,

worship
Stones,

A

it

etc., etc.,

Bushman once
had seen the personal
tried to hit it with a stone,
respectable

white friend that he

his

He

Haar-fontein.

at

escaped from him into a

" In the time of

hill.

was said that in the far north of Scandinavia
men might see the very forms of the gods, and the ravs
streaming from their heads."* With the disposition to
anthropomorphism so universal, and the passion for perTacitus

MILLS.

universal and invincible.

as a living being.

fire

told

wind

existence.

is

have
been made objects of adoration, prayer and sacrifice.
The natives of middle Africa regarded Lander's watch
as alive. The Egyptians, as Herodotus testifies, described

the

immortality that science teaches, the faith that inspires

his

We
The

it

disposition to personify or impersonate and to

the genuine student of nature, and this pure and enno-

and

see

all

is

selfish

of mythology has been complete.

plainly in the religions of the rude races.

The sway

thought.
ft

20I

communication made to them of the life beyond, than
of the life here and now.
And in regard to the latter
it must be owned that the ignorance has always been
dense and profound this largely for the reason that
the world of the present has been disparaged, postponed
and ignored from the side of religion.

intensified to the point of burning, just as the unnoticed
electricity
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it

sonification withal so prevailing, the casting of the highest in the

with

mold of person, and peopling

deities,

mineral also,

human

the worlds

all

only but animal, vegetable,
has been easy not only, but inevitable.
not

In the growth of civilization the mind has passed in

degree from the stage of mythology to that of science.
Where the savage saw person and act of volitive
a

power in rock, star or wave, the instructed
mind sees force; where he saw miracle, it sees law;
where he bowed and trembled with terror, it beholds
and rejoices with knowledge and reposes in trust. The
whole course and effect of culture has been to exorcise
personal

the spirits that have been held

and

invisible,

and

the latter, and lead

one central

unit)',

sovereign yet

especially

to

fill

and

the worlds visible

most

the intelligence

to

persistently

recognize the

transcendent, impersonal, supremely

benign, sometimes

named

the Infinite

One, but a reality so ethereal and removed from human
comprehension, that for it thought hath no conception
and language no name.

The exorcism among
a

ourselves has gone forward to

very considerable extent, earth and the heavens have

zens of these shadowy worlds. " Long," says Mr.
Conway, " before charts of land or sea were made, the

been freed from the sway of the mythic conceits of

heavens and hells were mapped and reported

once held under that sway, has been rescued and annexed
to the realm of science, seen, recognized to be the

invisible

detail."
And these invisible realms were peopled
with personalities, more densely, if possible, than any
most thickly populated portion of the earth we know,

in

as also

more formidable and dreaded beings than earth
have always supposed themselves

centuries

even,

and

to

have much

more accurate knowledge of the world they have not
seen, than of that they do see, a more definite and sure

province after

province

abode of what we call natural law. Still although we
have cast out in good degree the mythologic persons that
once to the imagination haunted and
the belief yet adheres, even

possesses.

Men

recent

to the idea of

among

filled

the worlds,

the most enlightened,

one supreme and central person, an

vidualized deity, dwelling
*Tvlor, Primitive Culture.

somewhere

in

indi-

the realms of

.

—
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presence and
have here
do
we
More than the shadow
regal power.
the
largely
have
of the old mythological concept; we

being

manifestions at

especial

in

his

reduced, indeed, to

It is
perpetuation and survival.
narrowest, most ultimate form, but
all

To

the same.

no doctrine

in

its

veritably present

is

probably, does

its faith,

to penetrate the

of the life beyond.

lems, the

of personality, the veil of

them.

without end

made wherewith

to

in

operate on souls

in "revivals."

I

was

struck lately, waiting for a train at a station out in the
country, in noting the interpretations hung up on the

wall of the room by the Adventists, of certain enigmatic
symbols in Daniel and the apocalypse, and the exposition they give of God's dealings with man, and the
The intense and allsure destiny that waits the soul.

falls

The

we know.

seems largely unable to escape from its anthropomorphism, and so is held perpetually in the mythologic tether.
One sees it constantly in the sermons and the prayers,
it

They

all.

very nature

down upon

life

that are

set in the

mystery that inevitably

taneously as the numerous shoots and suckers from the
The mind of to-day
seeds and roots of a forest tree.

representations

of the future; time will solve

of tilings to the extension

that

the

work

form and circumstance, the modus
Sufficient unto the future the prob-

recognize the metes and bounds

the mind of Christendom cling with such tenacity at
this hour as that of its personal deity.
And around that idea a wider mythology will inevitably spring up, such as has been mentioned, as spon-

hears

living

all

determinate

world, the over-arching

universe, with their infinitude of

phenomena and

a beauty and a mystery

perpetually

shin-

human

ing laws; the incarnations of the divine in the

— making

the

all

hallowed, divine; the study, the improvement and

deliverance of man, are themes and tasks enough for

In their worship they advance from the child

manhood

stage to the

ever

language

The mind ripening
more upon principle.

leans

speech

will

stage.

upon person,

less

impersonation,

of

of picture,

doubtless continue to use, but

The

will be transparent,

all

and, so far from hampering, will be rather refreshing

and enlarging to the freed and perceiving mind. It
will carry as little any hint of the personal concept as

now

does the prcsopoficsia of the poet, or the beautiful

impersonation by Tyndall, where he celebrates the

all-

subordinating realism, and swift running to mythology in
treating such themes of religious life, which appears in

power and the fatherhood of the sun. We
are already emancipated from any possibility of such
trammel or enmeshing in our use of such words as

seen there written in

nature, the " universal mother," and the like, but to this

all

the faiths of Christendom,

is

And much of

characters only slightly enlarged.

from the sacred books in

good warrant
faiths

The

plant.

it

draws

which those
Episcopal

liturgical service of the

charged with survivals even

from

a long past

church is
and mainly outgrown age. There we see the demons,
ubiquitous and semi-omnipotent all around us perpetually,

we

which

from

are

Lord

good

" the

pray

to

to

But

it

is t(3

be apprehended that the process which

has already disintegrated and pulverized so much of the
crude beliefs and dark terrifying superstitions of the past,
will

go

still

mythology
those who have laid

on and will abolish the last relic of

that remains
aside

among

from their

There

us.

thought

are

concept of person, as

the

To them

applied to the invisible and eternal.

supreme transcends
personal; they
that

that

all

determinate, limitary or

is

admit

cannot

the

to

thought aught

their

contradictory to the nature of the Infinite One.

is

They

see his presence in law, hear his voice in reason,

behold

his face

and the very soul of

splendors of his majesty,
light of truth.

bow and

procreative

hour the terms God, the

world,

spiritual

etc.,

awaken

by implication the concept
Why will these words not become also
of person.
The growth
transparent and exalted as the others?
invariably either directly or

of man's intelligence in the early days carried to the

recognition of the neuter gender, the use of neuter nouns,
all

having been originally and for long ages either mas-

culine or feminine, no thought arising within that any of

deliver us."

•

and

COURT.

Here

is

his

at

which the

its

sacrifice

unworthy

in

its

that idolator's

divine ambrosia.

and

And

the

may

spirit

without

taint or

worship; here temple

footstep cannot enter.

that enlarges, exalts

beaming

excellence and the

in

shrine

adore and offer

trace of aught

being and the

It

is

a

religion

with

the

more knowledge, more

per-

feeds

continually

more faith.
Such ones are never curious or impatient

the natural objects could be without the attribute both

of person and sex.
to

us,

but

this

It

also

seems a very simple perception

was an event

in

the

history of

humanity.

The mind

will

use the language

for picturesqueness, for clothing

its

of impersonation

thought

in

beauty,

unbounded to
no mesh of anthro-

and, perhaps, for help to definition of the
its

idea, but

it

pomorphism

will be entangled in

or mythology.

of the

perception

It

will

have clear undimmed

transcendent reality behind, within

and beyond all, that sublime substance, the One, before
whom thought is important and language dumb. " The
religion of the present," says Huxley, " has renounced
not only idols of

wood and

idols of stone, but

begins to

see the necessity of breaking in pieces the idols built

up

book and traditions and fine spun ecclesiastical cobwebs; and of cherishing the noblest and most human
of man's emotions, by worship for the most part of the

of

'

silent sort

'

at the altar of the

Unknown

aud Unknow-

able."

ception, the

to

probe

But there

will be,

I

think, celebration.

The tongue
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must stammer
cease

The

cannot speak.

if it

spirit will

never

be thrilled with sense of the mystery, will

to

exult with delight in presence of the benificent, all-en-

folding laws.

song and praise, will
Beauty and Wisdom

will burst into

It

invoke and celebrate the Infinite

The

and Excellence.
passages of

soul

power and goodness.

boundless

know itself safe and
The spendors of

moral,
forever.

"

in

eternal
it

things," says

Justice

and

without end.

a moral

Emerson, "

universe speaks

I

make poetry

to the

thought

as

being

charged to the brim with moral energies, and for this
of sempiternal youth.
it is that nature wears the bloom

Mr. Tylor speaks

"tendency to clothe every
thought in concrete shape, which has in all ages been
Max Midler says:
the main-spring of mythology."
" I do not hesitate to call the whole history of philosophy, from Thales down to Hegel, an uninterrupted
battle against mythology, a constant protest of thought
against language."
conflict

of that

holds the same in religion.

It

immemorial ages of

history.

It

was never more

the
stern

and internecine than in the present, never so profound,

and

all-inclusive

vital as

was never

distant,

now. The issue, though
and unmistakable as at

so clear

Once
mark

it

the faith, the religion of humanity

work

will

exaggeration say, in
be changed both in
of

worship,

its

all

its

we might

almost

concept and

its

inaugu-

without

expression, the forms

more profoundly

and completely than by any influence that has reached
it since the beginning of history.
All the other amelio-

and reforms have been preparatory, dispensations

rations

of the Baptist in the wilderness,

the

way

to this the

become one with the simple
and beaut}

-

all

,

its

making open and ready

enfranchisement.

final

of the priest, as

the

new

as

it

The

office

will have
by the growth that brings

the priesthood,

be

its

must

both more ideal and

action.
all

how

more practical,
in its thought, and coming home nearLanguage, exalted, transparent, free

be, will

be

felt

swift ami remarkable a

change

the heretofore most cherished opinions

—

many of us, a divergence from the worn and downtrodden paths of religious belief, which following the
law of evolution is destined to spread outward into yet
more important channels.
I
refer to the
growth of a religion, based not upon dogma or superstition, but upon ethics that comprise the highest ideals of
larger and

human conduct independently of aught

save individual

responsibility.

That a religion of this kind contains advantages
more special and lofty than those set forth by the
little argument when we perby degrees replacing so-called " revealed "
the minds of the thinking people of to-day.

Christian doctrine, calls for
ceive that

it is

religion in

somewhere by an eminent

has been stated

It

logian that the world in every era of

theo-

civilization has

its

contained about an equal amount of intelligence. The
quantity of this intelligence we will not stop to discuss,

may

lame, inadequate to hint

even the transcendent conception, the communion, the
thrill and the ecstatic joy the soul shall know.
Yet the
expression shall be in words that glow, pictures that

justly rise as to

its

quality.

In the

man himself. But it
comprehension and application of
these principles have greatly varied at different periods,
and that they have little by little put forth new branches
and flowers like the leaves and blossoms of a plant.
ages as remote as the existence of
certain

is

that the

Each

successive generation, indeed, has seen the

man

forever

bent

upon inquiry

and

mind of

struggling

to

emerge from darkness into light, lean in a given direction toward some particular point where elucidation is
be expected.-

to

The

desired benefit

forthcoming, but each step has been
the sense that every honest failure

progress.

It is

the result
it

is

was not always

a step

would not be

were

it

of superlative value

suffice to confine ourselves to the past five

years during which,
casting

away

forward

in

an indication of

not possible to enter into a discussion of

these differentiations here, and even

the tendency toward

age.

reaching farthest
est in

we know

obsolete, superseded

will

It

of truth

observances and forms must be cor-

respondingly natural, spontaneous, beautiful.

become

Religion,

plain worship

in

same connection we cannot deny that the fundamental
principles of morality have their roots firmly planted in

the ages of the past. Religion will

in all its administration,

has occurred

but serious doubts

a revolution in the world's condition;

any age,

in

of late years to note

this

man's growth and deliverance far beyond

a step in

aught seen

is

CLARA LANZA.

attentive and thoughtful observer can have failed

still

hour.

rated,

I!Y

No

This

the irrepressible one reaching through

is

CHRISTIANITY AND THE MORAL LAW.

of

now."

of them, but the moral sentiment makes poetry of me."

The whole

strength in truth, in God, will have come.

all

now,

invincible therein,

the

Heaven kindly gave our Mood

For other

itself

inspire.

of dream, illusion, mythic mirage will have
age of vision, of inner beholding, and great

passed,

repose on the

It will

Excellence can allure and satisfy
"

pillow

will

purge and

lift,

The age

death upon the bosom of the

as also of

life

speak, images that soar, that

the United States
freedom in religious

in

of threadbare tenets, the

to

be done,

per se. Let
and twenty
especially,

the

belief,

deft

uprising

from the trammels of theology into the broad light of selfculture and self-dependence, have been too

escape

universal

Action

has

marked

to

and
properly come to be regarded from a more elevated
standpoint than mere belief or mere sectarianism.
attention.

finally

We

iio

longer found our estimates of

human

character upon
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by

It is
the faith of the individual, but upon his'__behavior.
sect
a
peculiar
what
to
as
indifference
now a matter of

not decreased

man may belong to or whether he be attached to any
motives
whatever; we concern ourselves solely with his

of the ethical religion from every emotional characteris-

And
and sentiments as expressed through his conduct.
oldto
adherents
remaining
few
the
if it be asserted by

and sensuou-iness that

Too much
and

tic,

of self-sacrifice.

cannot be placed upon the freedom

absence of

this

is

it

a judicious exercise

stress

passion, sentimentality

all

constitutes

claim

chief

its

to

superiority.

to sustimed orthodoxy, that the moral law be insufficient
something
and
that
nature,
human
of
tain the weakness

The self-existing force which Mr. Spencer, in his
Synthetic Philosophy, defines as the unknowable reality

more, partaking of a divine element, be needed to form

and which

a substantial

feeling and conduct,
this

is

for the

background

nowhere

we must

visible,

powerless to give

instances

reply that the proof of

while on the other hand the

affairs of life.

The

reason

is

numerous

their faith in

Christianity find

partisans of

development of right

assistance in

serious

the

Let us fiance for a moment at the facts as they exist
and as they can be observed by anyone who takes the
Given conscience as a guide
trouble to look at them.
and the inexorable law of duty ever before us,
presence of a master
as it were, in the continual

we

are

whose

commands are inevitably followed by reward or punishbut
not necessarily material in either case,
ment,

—

always

in

accordance with the action performed or

left

undone. The theory of an existing hereafter where
rewards and punishments will be meted out in proporthe rigid
tion to our deserts, is superfluous so far as
This
is selfconcerned.
votaries of right living are

The

evident.

ethics of Christianity are

in

themselves

and in their altruistic significance,

in conception
but the figure of Jesus of Nazareth, inseparably connected with them, takes away much of their force by its
remoteness and spirituality. In the desperate struggle

lofty

with existence,

and

in

oft repeated

moments

of sorrow, and in the harsh

conflict of

opposed

duties, this pale

ethereal essence standing afar and crowned with a
supernatural glory, can neither appeal to nor satisfy the

human

heart.

If

standing of the

support or sympathy have ever been

ment

in

every branch

dependent upon law; the moment

is

The

retrogression.

leaning of ethics

than that of

we occupy
a

a

hundred or even

fifty

play an important part in our Constitution; our minds are

more

tolerant and our vision

dictates, rests

upon

a higher plane,

its

all

that

is

best and finds

its

It

—

looks within for

divinity in the soul of

man

Here we have food for all our requirements
summed up in two words, duty and responsibility. It
is absurd to say that any man can escape from these with
impunity, since once beyond their reach, and all is chaos
himself.

—

We

not obscured by narrow-

We

must be cognizant of the

ductive of untold advantages.

we have

try to the other

ship,

which are

influence as
sent, give

ing

is

way

the increase

fact that

of religious libertv in the United

States has been pro-

From

one end of the coun-

seen the aesthetic forms of wor-

as pernicious in

their

falsely directed

the limited conservatism they often repreto a

grander and nobler

cult,

— the

striv-

which is the more estimable
nothing beyond such results as are

for individual perfection,

since

it

looks for

entirely personal, and

is

well content to reap

its

dearest

compensation from the knowledge that right is practiced
and adhered to for right's sake, and wrong shunned

We

American

call attention, in conclusion, to the

gradual

and philosophies into modern
thought, and which, barring their mystic

Nearly

tion.
a

evil.

it is

may

profound

many ways worthy
all

of study and adapta-

of these ancient faiths are pervaded by

spirituality

mysterious; but we,

in

whose workings

of this kind.

are certainly

our matter-of-fact enterprising

nature, are hardly the people to be

The wheat

is

drawn

into

anything

here to be separated from

and occultism, being everywhere confined
temperament than belief, has little chance for
development in America, where the tendency is in a prethe

chaff,

rather to

cisely opposite direction.

and desolation until a reconciliation be effected.
know that in spite of every misery we may be called

be observed

with us and offer us
upon to endure, our duties are
burden
whose weight is
is
no
relief, and that there

nal basis of the

still

is

ness of judgment.

phases, are in

reason and self-dependence.

have seen dur-

abolished; the
has been raised; the rights of children

women

status of

support of the Christian faith vanishes at once.
The moral law, innate, unalterable, sustaining in
unfailits consolations, swift in censure or approbation,

human

We

years ago.

ing our lifetime the curse of slavery

remain incapable of human assimilation.
divine element be taken away, the most trustworthy

ing in

toward ever-

is

The morality of to-day is better
yesterday.
As individuals and as masses
more exalted position morally than we did

lasting advancement.

influx of Eastern creeds

that of

this

ignored comes stagnation, which means ultimate

is

because

if this

of the universe, tends

harmonious development and adjusthuman life and conduct. True progress in its
a

derived from this source, they spring from Christ the
man and not from Christ the God, who must forever

Yet,

many

the estimation of

in

fountain-head

toward

eternally

truth

not far to seek.

undoubtedly

is

thinkers a perfectly satisfactory explanation and under-

in the

Our

inclination

strenuous attempts

we

establish a religion that shall stand firmly

widest

and

is

plainly to

making to
upon the eter-

are

moral law, and be tempered with the

most

liberal

culture.

Of

course

much

.
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the end to slip back, perhaps imperceptibly, into the old

had gradually learned to see that it is just as noble a
conception of the Deity that he created a few original
forms capable of self-development into other forms as

the ethical religion desires nothing greater

that a fresh act of creation has been required for every

frequently

grooves.

reach a certain point, only

toil painfull}' to

Still

than the individual from which to gain
tions.

It

any way

as a

and say, " Therein

Nor

of everlasting life."

does

it

new

highest inspira-

cannot refer to a vague divinity that

.tral-like in the distance,

in

its

in

rests

my

regard this restriction

at

if

Unfortunately,

it

many

into the grandest regions

Upon the

of

human

endeavor.

is

ever to be

cast.

They

worthy

are

been unfortunate.

We

keenly

truth and finding a fata

be added the lesson of
of

human
It

feel its presence,

morgana.

human

To

this also shall

we

argue from the

we would

seek to eliminate the sublime element from

human

nature.

the latter, in fact, that enables us to gaze unflinch-

an inevita-

;

way is open for
way which blossoms

that a third

lionet and courageous souls, a

all

along with the old sense of present Deity and
religion

possible

for

those

ao-ain

who walk

therein.

That which

genius.

must not be supposed that

has always

little

all

makes natural

experience and the fruits

standpoint of scientific materialism, or that

It is

the world has gone alone

know

and

actuated,

interference and an original act of creation since which

no danger of searching for

is

however

has postponed a

whose brightness will declare that we are not
compelled to choose between the doctrines of continual

reverence, but always the divine shadow hovers about
them; we see the precepts obscured by the God who, in
His turn, shrinks at last from perception and comprehenYet the moral law remains, and urgently incites
sion.
that here, at least, there

It

ble day

of

all

us to action.

satisfied

selves, but the device,

sublime utterances of Jesus of Nazareth no

disparagement

a

is

accounts," such distant hear-

last

It has been a favorite device with scientific men to
throw a cake to Cerberus, to popular superstition,
stamped with this notion of an original act of creation.
Sometimes, no doubt, the notion has been vital to them-

of us,

even while the new religion points upward and

onward

was one "at

continual interference will be sure to choose the latter.

and, loth to depart, gazes sadly into the dim vista of the
past,

or

And

species.

the logical understanding that there

God. The understanding may
by the conception of an outside Divinity who
gave the world a start billions of years ago, since which
it has gone alone, but all
religious souls, if they must
choose between this conception and the conception of

are so constituted that,

off forever, lingers in the hearts of

satisfied

a present, active, living

be

even where the greatest intellectual liberty is obtained,
ideas and beliefs previously acquired still cheat our indeTherefore superstition, though we would
pendence.
shake

of self-

say cannot satisfy the cravings of the religious soul for

once of educational control,

we

it

God

or prove themselves superior to circumstances or sur-

roundings.

new

inconceivable as the creation of any

absolute responsibility, utter self-dependence and
unswerving obligation, it places its ideals upon the mountain peaks of thought, and is satisfied only when these are
finally attained after fierce and laborious struggles.
Few minds at any age of the world have been able
all

preferred the

;

misfortune; for, secure in the belief

themselves

still

germs capable

development and wisely so, for intellectually there is no
choice between the two conceptions.
They are equally
childish and absurd.
An original act of creation is as

hope

of

to divest

But the popular heart has

species.

fresh acts of creation to original

rises spec-

•

I

mean by

natural religion

— the continual

and spontaneous association of all natural order and beauty
with a superhuman power had certainly been steadily

—

decaying throughout Christendom for

down

to the threshold of

conceiving

God

in the

A

our own.

terms of their

"The Lord

my

many

centuries

pastoral people

own

daily occupa-

ingly before us, conscious of an ever-present, all-endur-

tion said of

him:

power which we ourselves are permitted
This is the true meaning of divinity, and in
only was the Nazarene divine.

reflect.

not want."

this sense

occurred to

Again and again this gracious metaphor
" We are the people of his pasture,
them

ing

If

we

live this life truly

and honestly,

reason to regard the future unwillingly.

to

we

have no

We

do not

hope with the uncertainty of the Agnostic, nor like the
Christian do we see the marble and iron of past and
present fade into rosy and golden-tinged visions.

But

is

Shepherd:

I

shall

:

and the sheep of his hand." "He shall feed his flock
like a shepherd
he shall gather the lambs in his arm
and carry them in his bosom, and shall gently lead the
;

nursing ewes."
But in course of time these pleasant
forms of speech had to make way for others born of the
city and its various activities, born of the market and the

with the knowledge of having acted well our part, we
may calmly see night close around us, and, folding our

Jesus used was such as only a countrv boy could use;

wear)' hands, trust blindly.

was

BY REV. JOHN W. CHADWICK.
Darwin's earlier converts there was a dis-

tinguished author and divine

who announced

full

of

home-life of

NATURAL RELIGION.
Among

court, the stadium

that he

Christianity

charming pictures
the

made

The speech which

and the arena.

hill
its

of

the farm-life

country of Judea.
first

conquests the

where accepted the new faith before the
straightway this faith began to express

it

and

But when
cities

every-

villages,

and

in

the

itself

:
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terms of

Paul himself setting the bad example

city-life,

which Christian theologians have followed almost uni-

now

versally, until

only the poets and poetic

verting here and there to the simpler and

men

re-

more ancient

one reason for the decline of natural religion.

is

who

The theologians have been men
from nature, immersed in cities or
self-involved,

who

Calvin,

like

have lived apart

in books, or

miserably
the

for years lived in

never took one

Mont Blanc and

presence of

awful

gleam of its immortal beauty into his mind or heart.
But many other causes have contributed to the same reThe conception of law was almost entirely foreign
sult.
save in the sense of arbitrary regu-

Hebrew mind

to the

Aryan birth,
became Aryan the Greek and
Roman sense of law began to trench upon, the Hebrew
thought of the divine activity. The more law the less
God, men thought; and still the march of law went on,
Science was not a Semitic, but an

lation.

and when

Christianity

subduing province after province to

its

wide domain. The

Christian doctrine of miracle fostered the evil tendency

men

induced

law, but in

more

God, not

to look for

No wonder

terrible mistake.

fers to think that miracles are

morally their faith

God

is

in the

it

laboriously to

species,

is

now

limited

successive creations of

to

who

new

is

that natural religion

There

merly, the order of the day.

not

is

is

now

There was nothing

in

splendor of their acquired

which

which,

into a province

himself

Hebrew mind

moon and

is

It is

solitary

are a part of the idolatrous

personality.
it

"Consider the

lilies"

has no brother near the throne.

and unique.

It

is

homely aspects of the house and

from country
field,

life,

that Jesus

But

sun."

is

God

that the natural religion

—

How

can this knowledge and this delight be

We

religious?

As

little

can

we

who wound up
then has

left

it

its

draws

made

cannot go back to fetichism or polythe-

ism, or to the external Creator, the

be

satisfied

man- like mechanician.

with an absentee Almighty,

the world "in the beginning" and since

very

much

alone.

The

cravings of the

heart are for an ever-present, ever-acting Deity.
"The intelligible forms of ancient poets,
The fair humanities of old religion,
The power, the beauty, and the majesty,
their haunts in dale or piney

Or forest; by slow stream or pebbly
Or chasms and watery depths;

mountain

spring,

All these have vanished;
They live no longer in the faith of reason,
But still the heart doth need a language."

Is

such a language possible

in

conformity with the

conception of invariable and universal law and an un-

broken sequence of phenomena?
cry as

Wordsworth

If not,

well

may we

did in bitterness of spirit:

" Great God! I'd rather he
Pagan suckled in a creed outworn
I

standing on this pleasant lea

Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn,
Have sight of Proteus coming from the sea

up-

New Testament is very barren in comparison. Sermons
and volumes have been written about Jesus as "the inhis'

religious,

of to-day has

great enjoyment

on the side of knowledge of the natural world and apThe
preciation of its order, beauty, grace and charm.

a royal passage, but

not nominally

if

surely near "those shining table-lands whereto our

So might

exaggeration of

here and there,

these studies, avocations and vocations are pur-

natural facts

They

And

results.

sued carries them over from the sphere of art and science

A

terpreter of nature."

art.

no doubt, the earnestness, the seriousness and passion with

and full as our inheritance of
and principles and laws. The book of Job
of the

world

and

the morbid subjectivity of the mid-

it

That had

the ancient world that was

marks the supreme attainment

in the natural

this interest in literature

which introspection was the only good, and
contempt for matter as the opposite of spirit and of
nature as the enemy of God.
The signs of this advance
You can see it in the poems
are everywhere apparent.
that are written; in the books that are read; in the enthusiasm for landscape art; in the ardor with which the
natural sciences are pursued and the multitude and

time, and the

present

The mod-

crops and trees.

their

a thousandth part so rich

is

in his

dle ages, to

as for-

painter and the poet with the ineffable beauty of the

world.

has put behind

all

knowledge of
not only the knowledge
it
is increasing every year;
which results from scientific observation and experiment,
but that which comes from loving conversation of the

of nature at the

It

cannot, to an original act of

which the world has been devoid of
immediate concern with the Almighty.
it

mer

and the expression of

than the belief that

— Absentee.

and for those

so

fai

maintained.

creation, since

And

gentleman

ern world has multiplied a million fold the interest of

pre-

some higher law with which we are not yet acquainted.
So for those who can still cherish this belief the divine
activity

of a

And

But even miracles are no
The theologians argue
disprove an alibi.
prove that they are in accordance with

the great

longer able to

ever in her broadest aspects, and Virgil's mainly that

any adequate proportion to men's knowledge of the natural order and their delight in natural
beauty this is a proposition that cannot be successfully

ever a

Romanist

performed.

still

infinitely better

is

the

;

uniformity of

Was

apparent contraventions.

its

is

both the Scriptures and the Classics

forms of speech.

Here

In the meantime Homer's interest in nature

his lessons.

And

hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn."

such a language possible, satisfying at
heart, as Wordsworth proved when
and
once to head
that disturbed him with the
a
presence
proclaimed
he

But there

is

joy of elevated thoughts, a presence far

religion, the
"

one

God

of the

more deeply
of Greek

many gods
Jews

than ever were the

interfused

A

motion and a spirit that impells
All thinking things, all objects of
And rolls through all things."

all

thought

:
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And Goethe

proved

What were

"

a

when he

it

God who

import for mankind.

cried:

sat outside to scan

again the

The spheres that 'neath his finger circling ran?
God dwells in all and moves the world and molds;
Himself and nature

Thus

in

harmony and
cover

That there is such a language possible our own
Weiss made full proof in that rarest bit of lyric rapture
that ever issued from his brain:
He

the green in every blade,

is

The

health

in

Above

his

less

Than

all it

And Tennyson
"The

But

is

if

we

And
The

And

so
to

it is,

as

it

man cannot

— were

it

his

Ages

CLEVENGER,

M.D.

I.

increase, that has benefited the

world

itself

these quotations

to poetry,

yet

a

are

thought

and heart, and

and joyfully than does that

— that

all

which the
phenomena

which

and eternal energy from

this

difficult to

understand.

in
is

When men

all

things

proceed.

elapse and gradually developed cunning and

—the

acquisition, retention and transmission of
knowledge, decided between the savage and his enemies; but the old instincts have been faithfully inherited
by, and are but comparatively little modified in his " civ-

skill,

ilized "

descendants, who, to within recent times, favored

slavery, until the spread of

takes a long, long time for the great thoughts

knowledge taught how

bar-

barous slavery was, and that same knowledge gave the
strength and

skill

to

overthrow.

Side by side with ignorance, upon which the
cian fattens,

it

V.

S.

was uncertain, even temporary enfeeblement of
mind or body often insured extinction alike for man or
beast; and both were, through fear, ignorance and heart-

material and spiritual alike are the organic products of

But

we

of our mind, heart of our

result

world."

the widest and the deepest truth

infinite

mind

lessness, equally indisposed or helpless to aid their kind.

was never

study of nature has yet disclosed

an

is

humanity.

inclusive of humanity,

is

contended with other animals for supremacy and the

sec,

not Her"

was then;

engaged upon

worship, more willingly
is

the cause of

glows above

that there

of science which lent

which

Knowledge

him who reigns?

might go on; but

I

that

BY

palpitatingly his soul o'er ours!

show

God

that

general, has particularly befriended the lunatic; nor

hear; and the eve of

Now

which makes the planets circle
The God were less than man

PSYCHIATRY, OR PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE.

everlasting minute of creation

is still

nature

humanity.

heart, love of our love.

scarce an intervention presses close

His soul

as that

external to

is

could find in nature external to

the

in

can find a

too:

Is felt here;

enough

But

holds more deep and high."

"He

as

wells up in us as conscious-

Pari

could see and hear, this vision,

With

same

whom we

as well

man cannot

And Browning

much of nature
power which

so

not the

the skv,

these, O, Soul, the vision of

the ear of

that it can
thought and feeling of the Deitv entirelv

its

and the roses bloom?

sun, the moon, the stars, the seas, the hills and the plains

Are not

And

mind

construct

ness, the

blushing scar his life-blood drains,

his

dis-

of the future shall not like

this natural religion

arm contains,

our Emerson when thus he sang:
" He is the axis of the star.
He is the sparkle of the spar;
He is the heart of every creature;
He is the meaning of each feature;
And

may

adaptation that different seekers

the natural theology of the past, imagine

Is

haggard face against the pane
whitening all the murkv street
With God's own dread lest hunger gain
Upon his love's woe burdened feet."

Nor

But

from

blooms

a Nation's well earned tombs.

empty sleeve

That
That
That
Goes

law and

in their separate fields.

every boy and maid.

In vonder sunrise flag he

will be

it

others, and every

all

is.

Shall ne'er his power, shall ne'er his presence miss.

"

In that day theology shall be

that dominates, because

science

the science that includes

one form enfolds;

him and breathes and

that lives in

all
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is

politi-

superstition, that in all times has enabled

the spiritual ruler to dispute and share dominion.

Tem-

of philosophers and philosophic poets to sink into the

poral and spiritual rule coquet with and often combat

general heart, and germinating there, to bring forth in

each other, seldom indeed, for the public good, and the
" herd " suffers most when these two powers combine.

due season the
among men. Opinion
fair,

faith

till it is

ripe

wrought

is

fruit

of

not faith.

average conviction
It

does not become

mind by
shuttle which

into the texture of the

innumerable motions of that noiseless
plays back and forth

among

the threads

of thought

and feeling and association on the great loom of time.
But there will come a time when it will be as unavoidable

fo.r

the great majority of

men

to think of

the ever-present and indwelling life of
as

it

was once

for

them

to think of

creator, or as differentiated into as
like

beings

as

natural world.

there

are

various

Then once

him

all

God

as

phenomena,

as a mechanical

many gods and godphenomena in the
all phenomena

again will

possess a transcendental significance, and have a religious

All

this

ment of

show why the treatlow plane among us,

preludes an endeavor to

insanity

is

upon such

a

and that it is science and not the church or state that
has advanced the study of psychiatry and improved the
condition of the sick in mind.

men have sought in vain to penetrate the
and greed of " statesmen " for concessions tomore humane and enlightened care of the insane;

Scientific

stupidity

ward

a

and the absolute indifference of the clergy, who arrogate
the credit for all advances to themselves, keeps the people
equally ignorant and indifferent except in the matter of
occasional selfish and emotional solicitude about their

own

"souls."

THE OPEN COURT.
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Among

the

American Indians the "medicine man"
and physician. To him sickness and

officiates as priest

His

Pointe and Beauport asylums in Canada, both of which

were under the control

The

of a church sisterhood.

re-

all,

and the

diagnoses and methods of treatment are survivals from

cruelties therein narrated are almost incredible.

About

primitive times before medicine dared to protest against

weekly you

supernaturalism.

of broken ribs or other evidences of harsh treatment in

insanity are diabolisms requiring noisy exorcisms.

The

chief of the tribe sometimes cuts short the cere-

port of that investigation

accessible to

is

will read in the daily

political insane

may

asylums,

newspapers an account

be a hint

murder, but

at a

monies by ordering the troublesome patient to be abandoned to the wolves, a procedure equivalent to the olden

those responsible for such things " investigate " them-

European worse than neglect of such unfortunates.

another piece of newspaper unreliability.

The

made

earliest provision

selves,

for the custody of luna-

and the public

Scientific

medicine has had to contend with the

England was under the Vagrant Act of 1744, and
we find the constable of Great Staughton, Huntingdonshire, recording a charge of Ss. 6d. for watching and
whipping a distracted woman, while Shakespeare causes
Rosalind to mention " the dark house and the whip "
with which madmen were punished.
In the early ages madness was regarded as the sub-

pidity, arrogance,

stitution of an evil for the leal

ment.

tics in

personality, necessitating

beatings, starvation and other harsh "curative" meas-

Whether

ures.

siasts, to

was due

this

to the teachings of eccle-

the indifference of governments, or to the igno-

combined it is
difficult to determine, but it is beyond dispute that where
church and state have not been aggressively inhuman
rance of the masses, or to

all

these causes

I

has retarded proper medical care, and
of science that has suppressed

it

political

is

the advance

and sacerdotal

traits in others;

repeat that to the scientist and to none other

humane

credit of

more

stituted

toms, enabling him to

make important advances

in

brutal measures

use in asylums under governmental and priestly con-

Next, Pinel sought permission

trol.

from suspicious

not only in strictly medical

but such as Herbert

fields,

Spencer, Darwin, Huxley, Maudsley, Calderwood, Bain,

Wundt, Carpenter, Meynert, Exner, Spitzka, through
have elevated psychological

their biological researches

study to an exactitude

suspected by the mere pre-

little

scription writer.

As Clouston
chology
it

'

a

is

one and

is

" In a strict sense

says:

misnomer.
indivisible,

men seldom have

If

psychology

and you might

— not,

medical,

As

a

rule the ordinary practitioner of

advance of the

freres of his age;

political

and

medicine

is

hut

ecclesiastical con-

most are actuated by the same motives,

are quite as 'mercenary and are but

little

less

supersti-

par

" "

An

When we consider

dred of the population
is

how

But

it

is

talk of

as medical

them the

field of

psy-

a relation to their

work

of their pro-

true,

by very de-

is

may be

and acoustics

electricity

excelloicc.

medical psychology might be
tors.'

as well

— and called medical psychology, just as certain

departments of

little in

which has

it

been divided off

men

fined lines

a real science

whole

physiological studies and the practical
fession, has

medical psy-

'

is

the time, and only a few of

chology, that portion of

and reluctant officials to unchain his lunatics, and denounced the cruel usages common even among medical
of his day.

in treat-

Bayle, Calmed, and since them, numerous others,

special aptitude, for the study of the

condemning the

in-

symp-

careful observations and records of

In consequence of the general philanthropic movements that preceded the French Revolution, Chiarrugi
in

hence

due the

psychiatry.

medical mathematics or medical physics.

was foremost

is

Esquirol adhered to the policy of his master and

barbarities generally and in this particular.

in Italy

stu-

greed and inhumanity of the average

physician as well as against similar

treatment of the insane the conservatism of both

in their

calmed or regard the matter as

is

called

unambitious definition of
'

mind

—

as

it

concerns doc-

that one in every three hun-

a registered lunatic, the

marvel

our profession has hitherto got along with so

little

tious than their associates.

systematic teaching or clinical experience of mental dis-

Dr. Conolly who made such great reforms, and Dr.
Gardener Jlill were denounced by the English clergy and
their ignorant following, lay and medical, for unchaining
pauper lunatics and thus imperiling the community.

ease."

Quite

recently

in

New

York, the Rev. Mr. Gibson

fought against non-restraint for the lunatics in the Utica

asylum.

A

clergyman

politician

at

the head of a cer-

Board of Charity, expressed regret that this
board had been compelled to make an investigation into
tain Stale

a horribly

mismanaged asylum,

as the

It is

owing

to the

ignorance

among

physicians of

there being such a science as psychiatry (or psychological

medicine), that they do not promptly seek the aid of

the specialist in this department; but again,

it

is

not so

remarkable when we hear of the "busy general practitioner " with his crude apparatus and knowledge, undertaking eye and ear treatment,
rant are

unaware

of the

when

only the very igno-

development of

this

branch of

surgery as a separate science.
"

stigma outweigh-

It

might well be argued," says Clouston, " that psyis the highest branch of medicine, inasmuch as it

ed the advantages of the investigation.

chiatry

D. Hack Tuke, the editor of the London 'fournxl of
Mental Science, a few years ago looked into the Longue

important part of man."

is

confessedly the most difficult, and relates to the most
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"Everything

that lives, looked at

from the evolution-

ary standpoint, tends toward mentalization, and
tissues of all the

mal

From

tions.

too, a

nervous organs of

acme

find their

life

the

in

the types of ani-

all

human

brain convolu-

the purely psychological

study of mental disorders

laws of mind will

the

all

of view,

point

ever be understood.

Pathological

—

but a province of psychology,

purposes of the

is

true

enough

for the

mental diseases),

alienist (the specialist in

but as a specialist has been fairly described as " one

knows something
thing," thi

who

of everything and everything of some-

alienist

should

be

broadest sense of the term.

psychologist

a

In his endeavor to

practical applications of physiological

the

in

make

psychology he

is

or should be, the psychologist.

which presupposes

and literary

a respectable scientific

practical psychologist should be able to

the

man

French, and

than in

Including

this

in

man

English.

in

microscopical study of the nervous system,
brain, and not only the histology 01

but of animals, and to some extent plants.

parative anatomy, physiology and

ed by Huxley,

hood

is

embryology

Com-

as afford-

will

thus be

equipped

overlooked, but a deliberate

Indeed one cannot be

ism.

living patient, in the

way

observations

of a logical asso-

among

medi-

knowledge, of the kind menenthusiasm.
Their abilities and single-

for their special

undue

uses

watch the progress of their cases and every
physician, nurse and watchman is compelled to record
ignorant by

training

ignorant attendant

and

is

is

made

less

obliged to render proper

service.

Such
with

it.

anxiety

alienists

are

full

of their subject and in love

Happily relieved by the government from any
about getting

Amid

he

is

sincere,

the exactitude

nothing of blows,

force, to say

his patients.

There the doctrine
:

and swift

"When

the
is

to

of Celsus

madman

he

if

in

managing

is

not favor-

has done or said

be coerced with hunger,

chains and stripes."

MONISM, DUALISM AND AGNOSTICISM.
BY PAUL CARUS, PH.
I

define

Monism

as that

D.

conception of the world

traces being- and thinking, the object and the submatter and force back to one source, thus explaining

problems from one principle. The word is derived
the Greek monos, alone, single, which is preserved in many other English words, as monk, a hermit
who lives alone by himself; monarch, a ruler who rules
all

alone by himself; monotheism, the doctrine that there

one God,

a living,

they

are

enabled to

is

thus opposed to dualistic views of

life,

according to which being and thinking are not only
opposition to each other but independent existences.
assert that the

a soul has

is

etc.

Monism

jealous of the care of their

love their work; are proud of every

observations; the

scientific unless

enthusiastic.

from

success; they

full

is

disclose

human mechan-

justice overtakes the attendant there in this day,

anatomy of

In the better class of asylums in Europe the superin-

them

might be

Science thus

never.

to

effect.

tendent and his assistants are selected from

They

— granting

logic

toration to reason, cruelty can find no place

iect,

ness of purpose 'make

is

demanded of each department to the common end that
the insane shall be given their best chance toward a res-

which

and their

lie,

those unfamiliar with the work.

relationship of diseased brain and bodily conditions, found

charges.

work and

believes in his

post mortem, with the carefully recorded

tioned,

Bad

the frailties as well as the order of our

then can estimate the importance and

and

his career

begets truth and truth generates charity toward the un-

Munk, Gud-

den, Spitzka and other students of the minute

ciation of cause

in

will be quoted,

have any value.

anything outrageous he

value the researches of Meynert, Exner,

men

which he

to

that his writings

ably regarded

He

and whosoever ventures into

pends the extent

can be profitably

his leisure

He

;

discovered to have wilfully misstated, his place knows
him no more, for upon the reliability of an observer de-

and

Sociology and Ethics.

cal

abomination

Balfour, he will

devoted to Herbert Spencer, from First Principles to

made upon the

his

the circle of scientists and at any time

Owen, Gegenbaur and

find fascinating reading,

the brain.

truly scientific individual detests an untruth, he

The

Studying,
has no use for shams, hypocrisy or pretense.
as he does, facts from which to make deductions, false-

extent, with the differentiation of labor, that admirable
system and order arise beyond the comprehension of

French than

superimposed biology, paleontology, physiological chemistry, practical

successes.

In such asylums development proceeds to such an

zoology, geology, chemistry, he will find need for the

which includes the

is

other alienists

im-

is

previous schooling such things as botany>

in his

good work

kind printed in Ger-

read the three great living languages, for there

mensely more information of

the care of the mentally un-

abound in special journals and
promptly recognized and applauded by
and the discoverer is stimulated to further

fortunate in proportion as truthful revelations

In addition to a medical education of a superior kind,

training,

skill in

sound; their writings

essential before the

is

change always throws light upon physiological function."
Clouston's view that " mind
as it concerns doctors,"
is

develop astonishing
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body

is

been placed,

a material composition into
is

dualism.

Likewise

it is

in

To

which
dual-

you imagine that the soul, after death, leaves the
body and lives somewhere by itself as a pure spirit.
This rests on the dualistic assumption that an omnipotent
spirit exists and was in existence before anything else
ism

if

existed; he created the material world,

endowed

it

partly
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with

and expects

his spirit,

and tribulations, to return
If

this spirit, after divers trials

as

pure

you take the very opposite view

conception,

it

to this theological

generally styled materialism,

is

— that

the

world was at some time only dead, inert matter, and that
this dead matter, either by chance or by some process
not yet fully understood, produced the wonderful cosmos

—

this is also dualfeeling and thinking beings,
Should you in either case object to the title of dualism, as vou declare that in the former instance spirit is

with

its

be functions of material changes of organized sub-

to

As

stance and vice versa.

spirit to himself.

ism.

me

do not wish

I

expressly mention, although

term function, thus considered, material processes of the

nomena

For

consciousness.

of

two

if

vice versa, the one

called, as

is

is

known,

From

monism

the standpoint of

you have no unity
of thinking and being but a oneness, which is gained by
excluding the one or the other and reducing the world
cither to the former or the latter.
Such conception of
one-sided oneness I should rather call henism, from
heis, henos, one.
The root of the word henism is to
be met with in a word like hendiadys, which, in rhetoric,
if the same notion is presented in two expresis used

his

sions.

real existence,

opposition to

in

The

of spiritualism.

monism

unity of

not attained

is

by denying the legitimate existence of either

spirit

or

common

It

on

is

this

ground

that

modern science

all

and especially physiological psychology

German

scientists

importance of
coined the

The
brain

this

were foremost

truth

and

is

rests;

based upon

to recognize the

accordingly

have

they

word monism.

was pointed out by many

diligent

workers

in

the

physiology, neurology and modern psychology.

we have presented the monistic view
to the readers of The Open Court in Professor Bering's excellent essay " On Memory."
Let me quote from
In a concise form,

a

passage explaining the fundamental

which

material

doctrine

as

the

basis

of

his

inquiry;

can be separated from the
by abstraction (or as English logicians would
express it, by generalization).
By themselves tlicy are
the ultimate indivisible elements of spiritual
if

we want

tinguishable
this soul

from the

conscious

life

is

dependent upon

and vice versa that his body
will, lie

to

his

bodily functions,

some extent

is subject to
has only to assume that this interdepend-

of matter to the science of consciousness.

considered,

of

while

in reality,

and the constant cohesion of
such, the soul

its

phenomena

of consciousness appear

consciousness,

we suppose

it is

to

it

be a

the mere unification

spiritual

As

activities.

by no means an independent thing, which

is

might be either a

fact or postulate of experience;

nor are

perception, will or feeling, independent things."
Life

is

energy, and

produced according

is

of preservation and transformation of force.

electricity

and

no mere simile

is

it

so

;

also

life

to say

we

our

derive

when

ated the planetary system

gaseous nebula

of a

is

it

stantly transformed into that
call

we

life.

The

call soul,
is

was

in the state

heat which

is

now

can be and indeed

is

con-

form of energy which

constituency of individual

and

life

depends upon the form

this

is

in

we

what
which

manifested.

Wundt

calls

thought of lightly

the soul the mere unification and

as

if

it

were

it

is

not to be

a nonentity.

It is

formal, as well as the formative principle, of
rial

life

The molecular
we know, perme-

it still

the same

vibrating in the sunbeams,

the source of

is

from him.

life

product of heat

a

is

with Zoroaster and the

fire-worshiping Sabians that the sun

and

law
Heat may

to the

and any motion into either

electricity,

heat or

constant cohesion of spiritual activities,

ence of »iin J and body is arranged according to certain
laws and the connection is found which links the science

Thus

contents

only an empty concept;

all

assumes the validity of an unalterable order. And if
the physiologist learns from simple self-observation that

his

is

Thus

life.

take the soul as a separated entity, dis-

to

energy

thoughtful psychologist looks for the laws of conscious
life according to the rules of an inductive method and

says in

single activities of the soul

on

the

soul con-

soul only

If

physicist considers the causal continuity of

processes

The

no longer

as perceiving, feeling, willing,

his inquiries rest:

"The

"

393:

motion of the cosmic heat which, as

unity of spiritual and material processes in our

fields of

it

p.

be changed into

basis.

it.

Ethics,

is

Wundt*

of our feeling and thinking; as

sists

matter, force or matter, the subjective or the objective,

but by treating both as a unity and having one

of

The

the soul

be a wrong name.

So monism does not only stand

a function

the other."

a metaphysical or transcendental entity.

dualism, but also to henism, viz.: that of materialism or

are

variables

dependent upon each other, according to certain laws a
change of the one demanding a change of the other and

you propose matter to be the one and only principle from
which all must be explained, monism nevertheless would
in either case

phe-

cerebral substance appear to be functions of the

the one and only source of existence, and in the latter

For

to mislead, let

included in the

is

it

existence, viz., the

body.

Mind

is

form

its
;

the

mate-

and the

*As the construction of the long German periods cannot he imitated in
English without impairing the translation, I cite for German scholars the
original version of the quoted passage:
" Wie die einzelnen, seelischen, Th£tigkeiten, Vorstellen, Fiihlen, Wollcn,
nur durch unsere Ahstraction getrennt werden kimnen, an sich selhst aber
unthcilhare Elemente des geistigen Lebens sind, so ist auch die Unterschcidung
eirjer von dem Bewusstseinsinhalt verschiedenen Sccle nur die Umwandlung
des leeren Begriffes del Vereinigung und des stctig-en Zusammenhanges der
geistigen Thatigkeiten in ein reales Subslrat. Dieses Klztere ist inderThat
genau eben so wenig ein selbstandig in irgend einer Erfahrung gegebenes Oder
durch diesclhe gefordertes Ding .vie Vorslellung, Wide, Gefiihl selbstandige

Dingc sind."
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\vc learn

beautiful as

the

A poet of philosophical

art.

ciated this truth

poem,

his

"Das

it

depth, as

which we

the world,

of form as the spirituality of

importance

is

represented in

is

Schiller, appre-

be unitary

"
.

.

.

says: "

.

According to the principles of monism there can be no
gap between the organic and the anorganic empire, and
there is no doubt that all results of modern chemistry
and physics favor a monistic solution. Professor
W. Preyer, in discussing the hypotheses on the origin of
life* rejects generation itquivoca and hetcrogencsis, and
interminable

beginningless

and

Protoplasma

not a com-

is

position of dead anorganic substances, but organic life
is

an

and

intrinsic, eternal,

Monism

indelible, quality of matter.

antagonistic to individualism,

is

is

supposition of

the tacit

and, indeed,
unit there

the

of the

center

why

no reason

is

utilitarianism

all

treats

ethics,

in

be an ultimate

personal individual

the

if

which

Individualism

the individual soul as an ultimate unit.

should not consider

it

itself

may

Individualism

universe.

be

and deny the existence of a universal spirit)
nevertheless it introduces another kind of God, the
atheistic

God

little

is

no

less

vidualism considers

whose

own

of man's

insignificant,

though

individuality, which,

dear to the single individual.

all

gratification the

men

world

as so

many

exists

and moves.

little

Indi-

Gods

for

and the ideals they aspire

This affords a larger basis of ethics, which is neither
exclusively altruistic nor exclusively individualistic and
It is not the individual who is an independent
egotistic.
for.

humanity which

existence, but

and the great

ALL

lives in

lives

in

humanity.

vels

is

is

in

no room

in

monism

and more than

a capricious Deity

Marmonism is

for the supernatural.

that, not

if

only the intercession of

becomes a legend, but the supernat-

ural itself is eliminated forever.

In the monistic view, the

supernatural exists neither in nor above nature.
natural,
*

and

Rundschau,

if

you speak

of

God

it

is

All

is

the great All in

England

Haeckel

true that

monistic convictions agree

in all

is

and others on all essential points. But I doubt
whether he would accept the philosophy of agnosticism.
Now, agnosticism is a philosophic view which prodall

know nothing

fesses 'to

of the supernatural, and does not

want to. The term was invented by Huxley, and 1
must confess it was no happy invention. To me it seems
Accordingly, I do
essentially the same as skepticism.
not take it to be identical with monism, which is a doc-

know some-

of positive teachings, and asserts to

trine

Their only point of convergency

thing.

is

that both

a supernatural explanation of the world; both

reject

oppose dogmatical theology. But that is, as far as I can
There is no positive statement made by
see, almost all.
agnosticism; both views have nothing in common but a
common enemy, supernaturalism. Agnosticism is a

—

kind of transitory view which,
direction, will lead to

Spencer
he

developed

if

generally styled an agnostic, and certainly

is

no monist, although there are passages

is

in the right

monism.
in his

In his ethics he

which are decidedly monistic.

works
is

indi-

and so on this most important
around he i<=, at least, not in consonance with monism.
His doctrine of the Unknowable, it seems to me, is essenand

vidualistic

utilitarian,

and even leaves room for the

possibility

some supernatural existence.
How far Mr. Spencer is from monism, and how
deeply he is entangled by his agnosticism, may be learned
from some chapters of his Psychology, where he speaks
of " the substance of mind." Although in other chapters
he endeavors to formulate, and thus explain, all phenomena of mental life in terms of matter and motion, he de" "
know
clares, concei ning " the substance of mind
nothing about it, and never can know anything about

We

:

And

it."

the reason for

cannot

its

at the

being unknowable is: " In
instant be both subject

same

and object of thought; and yet the substance of mind
must be this before it can be known."
not

It is

my

intention,

Spencer's, nor will
ticism;
of

would

it

monism

tity

I

e.,

to refute this assertion of

From

lead us too far.

a substance of

as has

now,

enter into a discussion of his agnos-

as a substance of

dropped
i.

1S75, III, 58.

my

It is

does not say that he agrees with agnosticism. He agrees
with the natural philosophy of men like Huxley, Tyn-

brief, a thing

opposition to the old theology, for

Nor should monism

or another.

with that natural philosophy, which in
But mark, he
represented as agnosticism."

of there being

and special revelations are impossible,

a truth,

believe that

tially agnostic,

individual

every respect;

Monism
there

I

The

only one insignificant and transient state of the great
development of human kind, it is one little link in the
immeasurable chain of life and its ultimate units, its
feeling and thinking point beyond the narrow sphere of
its existence.
They point back to a distant past, for
they are the outcome of the long development of former
millenniums, and represent the labor of their ancestral
generations.
At the same time they point onward to
the future as they are progressing, advancing and
in

some way

the individual;

is

growing

in

essential points

Monism

teaches that single individuals are transient things which
consist of the ideas they think

whom

all in all.

has a definite and clear meaning, and should
all kinds of doctrines which pretend to

Monism

be identified with agnosticism.

Formen wobnen

is life.

and move, and have our being, of

live,

not be used for

" In den hdheren Reg;ionen,

propounds that the
motion of the world

211

the Apostle says that in the end he will be

when he identified form and ideal in
Ideal und das Lcbcn" where he says:

Wo die reinen

COURT.

mind

is

electricity.

just as

Such

the standpoint

much

a

ideas

nonenmust be

been the doctrine of the phlogisticon,

the substance of

fire,

in

which older

physicists

—
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believed.
In fine, it may suffice to state that monism is
by no means identical with agnosticism. Just as well
something may be like nothing', and the assertion that
I know something of what is and is not, may be like the
assertion that I know nothing beyond a certain sphere.
In many respects the monistic view is even antagonistic
to agnostic doctrines.

A CRITICISM OF MRS. ELIZABETH CADY STANTON'S ARTICLE "JAILS AND JUBILEES."
PRESENTED BY EDWARD C. HEGELER.
I believe
that the worst enemy of woman is woman; it is not only a matter of fact that we find the
strongest adversaries of woman's rights among the
fairer sex, but ladies are always severest in judging
and condemning the real or supposed faults of their
sisters.
This truth was re-impressed upon my mind

when

Cady Stanton's

read Mrs. Elizabeth

I

and his promotion of industry, art and science should
be especially appreciated, on account of his difficult
Is
position in his home and in an adopted country.
it just to say of such a man
that he " never uttered
one loft}' sentiment or performed one deed of
heroism?"
And have not Queen Victoria and her husband
shown to the world a model family life?
Mis. Stanton, no doubt, has the best intentions
in objecting to what she supposes to be extortion
and tyranny, and I am sure she deserves the high
reputation she enjoys for her active work" in the
elevation of woman; but all the more a faux pas of
hers will be injurious to that cause. Certainly Mrs.
Stanton will not promote it by rousing an unjust and
useless indignation ar/ainst a woman on a throne.

DE PROFUNDIS.

article

and Jubilees," and it is the more noteworthy
as she is one of the most prominent defenders of
woman's rights. I never read a harsher criticism on
"Jails

Queen

I1Y

"

Queen

of England's

government, but whatever we as Republicans
think of royalty,

is

it

make her

not just to

may

person-

answerable for social ami political evils which

are not in her
It is

queen

is

a

power

common

saying

the best king,

and

In heavy

among Englishmen

this

is

said chiefly in

ancestors of

remem-

Oh,

fall

of darkness and dim night,

silence! terrible

is

thy mute

E'en

like a .sculptor,

youth doth mold our faces;

Queen's were dissolute
she, as a good wife and mother is
thought by many to have been too economical. If

At first as soft as artist's pliant clay,
Then like his marble fairer day by day

Queen

Then youth withdraws and

We grow,

saws money for her children she
good example to her people and to us

Victoria

Americans

also.

in

thoughtful, paces
In artist-mode, to gaze from far away;
the master, murmurs: " 'Tis but play,"

Let us here not forget that saved
invested

honor of

And

dren

is
very indelicate of Mrs. Stanton to speak of
the queen's family as her "innumerable
progeny."
it

11

is

>vhos(

His

also

unfair to

noble-minded

disparage the
spirit

is

faithful efforts as private

well

Prince

known

in

Consort
history.

counselor of the ( Jueen

The

smiles that

And

since all beauty from his

flitted o'er the

waken

dimpling cheek,

work

is

taken,

Another fresher model doth he seek;
And we are by our loving star forsaken,
\\ hile

A

a national event.

the just pride of a mother to have many chiland do her best for them. To say the least,

sternly chisels o'er these, deeper traces.

In vain youth's genius tries again to

useful to

It is

enriched by thousand changing graces.

But Time,

the public and so helps to prevent poverty.
A stranger is not warranted in denouncing jubilees
in foreign countries, just as a guest in our land
ought
not to scold us, if we prepare to celebrate
a me-

morial day

might.

fall.

SONNET.

the

money must be invested somewhere and that
money is paid out for labor in some manner

Past ah

BY ILDA rOESCIIE.

spendthrifts;

thereby sets a

me."

—

Thy cry of terror, thy appealing call
Go echoless along receding plains,
Where silence sits in her unconquered

that a

brance of Queen Elizabeth and the present ruler of
England.
It certainly does honor to Queen Victoria.
And if, after a long reign the English people intend
to celebrate her jubilee, this shows that to a large
extent they are satisfied with her doings.

Some

—

Silence, eternal silence coldly reigns,

mend.

to

eternal silence of these infinite spaces terrifies

The limitless infinitude to learn;
Where are the stars that should an index turn?
Where red resounding comet, flirting past?
Poor human heart! vainly thy pulses yearn;

not now the object to enter into a discussion

of the merits or demerits of the

The

ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH.

Space beyond space, unthinkable, eterne,
Vainly we number add to number vast,

Victoria than hers.

It is

ally

—

—

Time completes

his sculpture

week by week.

great idea, a sublime purpose, slowly taking form, through

years, possibly

centuries, suddenly

stands forth incarnate.

possesses an individual and

This individual

is then the concrete expression of the best intuitions and highest aspirations of his time.
Through him the ideal become real, and fresh impetus quickens

humanity's pace toward the good.
dividual

is

incalculable.

The influence of such an inThe memory of his character is potent

with uplifting force; the more potent
some of the grand possibilities of

fied

Religio- Philosophical

Jour mil.

in

that he has but exempli-

human

effort.— G.

M.

B.

in
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mothers believed through all the tribulations of life,
and found comfort in the solemn hour of death, is
inspired, at least, in a general sense and to a greater
extent than any other work. Others who utterly reject
Christianity, considered as an extra-human element
of the race, yet recognize it
has
been suited to man's conas a great system that
dition in the past, and that should now be inter-

introduced into the

thought anil noblest work of the age, the grandeur
and glory of which the)' maintain is due, in no small
degree, to the powerful impulse received from the
Others who
character and teachings of Jesus.
concede to
Christians,
yet
called
to
be
decline
Buddhism
and other
common
with
in
Christianity,
religious systems, an important part in the growth
of civilization, and view

is

commonly

applied to unorthodox religious views, and to the
who holds to them. In the large class desig-

person

nated by the word are those of every degree of culand social standing, of widely different tastes
and of opposite views on almost every subject outture

side

the

province

of

demonstrable

knowledge.

Their agreement in rejecting theological dogmas by
no means helps them to unity of thought in party
politics, on questions of finance, on social problems,
or respecting the multitude of other questions, practical and speculative, which constantly present themselves for the consideration of the thinker and the

reformer.
In their religious views and attitudes even, liberals differ

widely.

Many have outgrown much

of

their old belief, yet feel an indefinable reverence for

the Christian name, and derive satisfaction from the

thought that the book

in

which, with

religion

sisted because

it

all

it

not with disdain, but as a
its

imperfections, has per-

has represented man's best thought

and aspiration, from which

it

grew

as naturally as

the flower grows from the seed, the soil and the air.
To many liberals, however, ^Christianity appears an
a superstition, which, although it
innocent ignorance, and credulity,
has been the greatest obstacle to human progress that
man has had to encounter. Others still, although

unmitigated

had

evil,

origin in

its

they belong to the class that the science of the age
is leaving far behind, regard Christianity as an imposture, devised and designed by crafty men to enslave
the human mind, and to enable them to control it

own interests.
While some liberals have
reverent regard for the name
in their

in

a

future

life,

a firm belief in,

of

God, and

and a

a strong

others are unbelieving

or

Many who have

LIBERALISM.
"liberal" in this country

life

preted with the most liberal construction, the name
being retained and made to stand for the highest

belief

The word
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which their fathers and

doubtful as to these doctrines.
authority of ancient revelations still
believe in modern revelations from the spiritual
rejected the

and commune, as they think, with spirits
Other liberals
directly
or through "mediums."
worse than the
superstition
regard spiritualism as a
Some
outgrown.
to
have
one its adherents claim
permareal
and
only
liberals declare that the
nent reality is mind, of which matter is but a conworld,

ception or form of thought; others say that matter
is the only reality while mind is but one of its prop-

Others hold that both mind and
existences and manifestaphenomenal
matter are

erties or

modes.

ultimate reality, of which matter and
In consymbolical representations.
but
force are
held
are
conceptions
monistic
several
these
trast to
tions

of an

dualistic theories, in

which mind and matter are two

principles, co-eternal, but distinct.

While

to

most

liberals the

word

religion

ant to the ear and dear to the heart, since to

is

pleas-

them

it
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stands for the highest
others

who

associate

offensive; and such

difference between
religion
is

it

with theological

dogmas

it is

Hobbes, that the only
and superstition is that

say, with

religion

superstition in fashion, while superstition

is

Liberals have arrived at the views they hold by

methods and under widely different condiclass has abandoned theological beliefs
in an atmosphere of religious bigotry and under
influences that have stimulated the critical and comTheir zeal and their methods
bative tendencies.

different

One

are very liable to be

which
class

much

like those of the

their early religious beliefs

mony

theology

imagine they have outgrown. Another
composed of persons who have parted with

the_\is

with their feelings,

amid influences

who have

but

little,

in

har-

il

any.

knowledge of Holbach, Voltaire Or Paine, who feel
no hostility to Christianity, which, indeed, they
would be glad to see reconciled with reason anil

common

used

is

among whom
ability,

many

word

that the

liberal as

commonly

number

of persons,

applicable to a very large
there

is

the greatest difference as to

attainments, aim and spirit and the greatest
of

diversity

When

belief.

representatives

of

thought find themselves
classed with all sorts of cranks and self-styled
"reformers" under the general name "liberals," and
find their names used in connection with the crudest
thought and often the wildest vagaries with which
they have not the slightest sympathy, it is but natural
that they should prefer to be known by some more
definite name, and encourage the use of words which
will make such distinctions as are necessary to a fair
understanding of the positions of all thinkers and
workers, thereby helping to remove that confusion
in the public mind which associates the best thought
of the age with all the fantasies, follies and fanaticism
that pass current under the name of liberalism.

matured

religion out of fashion.

tions.

Thus we see

thought and endeavor, to

in

With

and

so

scholarly

much

among

diversity

liberals

it

is

not

strange that they have

intellectual

never united in a general
organization.
Organizations on the broad plan of
the Free Religious Association, and of the Ethical
Culture Societies have done and are doing good
work, and they will continue to have earnest supporters in the future; but let no one imagine that the
strength and value of liberalism are to be determined
by its capacity for organization. Progress is now, as
it has been in the past, along the line of existing bc-

inability to accept

liefsand institutions; and

ference to

unproved propositions and indifquestions of a speculative and unverifiable

tinual modifications of the old rather than in special

character.

Persons of this class are the least enthu-

sense.

this class

In

whose position

Unitarians,

are

results

feelings of attachment to a system
intellectually outgrown.

has never been

much

Another

included

from lingering
which they have
of

class

liberals

interested in religious subjects;

has never had any personal experience of the suffering involved

in

the conscientious rejection of religious

doctrines, once intensely believed, but

from

a predisposition to skepticism,

siastic,

unbelieving

is

from

the least aggressive and the least interested

in special liberal

Then among

liberals are those

of

constructive

—

and destructive disposition those who, even though
they agree on many points, have but little community of thought or feeling in their work.
Considered
simply as a protest against prevailing theological
beliefs,

liberalism

is

necessarily iconoclastic,

and

when men first perceive the error and folly of
dogmas in which they have been educated, without
comprehending the positive thought that must

results are seen in the con-

creations of something new.

They

are observable in

the tone of the press, in the teachings of the pulpit, in

improved

organizations.

its

legislation, in the character of

our general

growing charity and tolerance, and,
above all, in the increasing intellectual freedoma condition which insures progress in every direction.
Without any great general organization, liberalism all
that is worthy of perpetuation comprehended under
is exerting everywhere, in the churches and
this name
outside of them, a profound, multiplex and far-reachMeanwhile all who are making direct
ing influence.
literature, in the

—

—

contributions to the world's thought, or are stimulat-

furnishing material for

replace the discarded doctrines, they are liable to
put undue emphasis on the destructive side of
thought, and to be unsympathetic in criticism, undis-

great comprehensive system of philosophy, which,

criminating

"will be too composite and heterogeneous to bear

tion.

Such

in

denial and intemperate in denuncia-

may

feel

more

interest

in

a

work-

pointing out the defects of the Bible than in that of
the advanced liberal thinkers who are impressed
with the importance of positive constructive work in

domain of science, history, art, and of politiand social as well as religious reform, and are
devoting their energies to their respective provinces

ing

Professor

as

with splendid results.

think',

are

Denslow

says

in

a

one of his essays,

the stamp of any one thinker in any special degree
of

predominance over

all

others."

BLASPHEMY.

the
cal

others to

In the daily papers have been printed reports of
trial for blasphemy of Charles B. Reynolds, an
ex-preacher of the Seventh-day Adventists, at Morristown, N.|J.
The ground of [complaint was that

the

THE OPEN COURT.
Reynolds had circulated a pamphlet ridiculing Chrisand containing a cartoon representing
himself as "Casting Pearls before Swine.''
He was
defended with ability and eloquence by Col. Ingersoll, but was convicted and fined S25, with costs.
The law on which the indictment was based, is over
a hundred years old, and has, as Ingersoll says, "slept
like a venomous snake beneath the altar of liberty,"
this being the first blasphemy case ever tried in the
tian doctrines

From

State.

we

descriptions of

it

given in the papers,
coarse and of a char-

pamphlet is
upon its author, whose style
and methods seem to be much the same that they
were when he was a preacher; but on no just
grounds can either the conviction, or the law under
which the trial occurred, be defended.
infer that the

acter to reflect no credit

Blasphemy

imaginary
crime for which the honest and best men have been
imprisonment, torture and death.
subjected to
It is still punishable in the most enlightened counIn Engtries at both common law and statute law.
land and in the United States are laws unrepealed
under which are men, every now and then, tried, convicted and sentenced for expressing disbelief in God,
in the Divinity of Christ, and in the superhuman origin
and character of the Bible. Of late years there has
been a disinclination in the secular courts to pronounce such disbelief blasphemy, and a disposition
to

make

it

a fictitious

is

Were
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not cartoons and caricatures freely used by the

Protestants against the Pope during the

True, we live

tion?
in

the advocacy of opinions

best

methods

and

An

gether.

expression of belief or unbelief should

not be punished because

views are assailed.

According to the latest English judicial
opinion, that of the Lord Chief Justice in the case of
Reg. vs. Foote, no opinion, however anti-Christian or
even atheistic, can any longer be regarded from a
legal point of view as blasphemous.
The blasphemy
must consist in the manner in which the opinion is
tempt.

in

the

character of

the

opinion.

indicates progress, the law, as

is
still open to grave objections.
There are many whose opposition to popular religious
belief, although far less effective than that of John
Stuart Mill, George Eliot or Matthew Arnold, is just
as sincere, and whose language must necessarily be

thus interpreted,

more offensive

to the rigidly orthodox.

acterize their expressions as

Why

blasphemous?

char-

So long

as theology teaches such absurdities as are in the

creeds of the churches, it need not expect to escape
being ridiculed more or less as people outgrow it.
Its defenders should consider as Conway says: "That
there are more muscles to draw the mouth up than
to

draw

has

its

it

down, and that man's control of his risibles
Did not the early Christians ridicule
of the Pagans and kick over their idols?

limits."

the faith

it

is

offensive to those

men

If

whose

treat religious subjects

manner contrary to good taste and good judgment, this offense can wisely be left to the condemna-

in a

Let the State not interfere.

tion of public opinion.

The cause of free religious inquiry in Scotland has
been greatly strengthened, as has already been noted in
by the bequest of the

this journal,

who

has

left

chairs of Natural
universities.
liberality

all

Lord

Gifford,

at

each of the Scottish

striking illustration of the

thought

growing

the church of Scotland, that

in

her most distinguished professors have of

several of

spoken

late

Theology, one

It is a

of

late

,£So,ooo to establish four Lectureships or

in

condemnation of the

theological teaching, other

This splendid

universities.

strict

than

gift

exclusion of

orthodox, in

the

secure the estab-

will

lishment and permanence of liberal religious teaching,

impetus would probably have been

long deferred, since there

decision

impose

none should be extended to Christianity. The law
in regard to blasphemy should be abolished alto-

which without

not

harmony with the

uponjthe discussion of Christianity any restraints which
are not imposed upon the discussion of other subjects.
Science asks no protection from ridicule;

Holy Ghost„the scriptures or the
Christian religion, in a way to bring it into con-

Jesus Christ, the

this

not in

offense, an

consist rather in speaking, writing

expressed,

is

Reformaand coarseness

of the day, but let not the law

publishing profane words, vilifying or ridiculing God,

While

better age,

in a

this

is

or State approval to insure
conditions of the will

not as yet sufficient public
its

The
dogma or

adequate support.

require assent to no

The lecturers are to be enown beliefs, whether they are
Agnostics, in short " of any religion or way

theological test whatever.
tirely free to teach their

Christians or

of thinking," the only requirement being that thev shall

be " reverent men, true thinkers, sincere lovers of and
earnest

inquirers

treated as

open
or

to all

after

truth."

a " natural science

who may wish

The

subject

will be

" and the lectures will be

to attend,

whether students

not.

George J. Romanes writes on " The Mental Differences between Men and Women," in The Nineteenth
Century for May.
He regards the difference of brainweight (which " is about five ounces") between the
average men and women, as evidence of greater intellectuality in the former and finds it the result of
the evolutionary process in which man has gained the
advantage because of his constant leadership in the
affairs of life.
In some other respects he looks upon
equal
if not the superior of man, and
woman as the
grants her the superiority in not a few. While he
insists that there are fundamental differences which

THK OPEN

2l6
do ami always

will

make man

distinctly

man and

he holds that the question of infebe forgotten, as it deserves to be, and
"All we ask is, that
quotes Mrs. Fawcett, who says:
the social and legal status of woman should be such

woman woman,
will

riority

any gift for art, literagoodness with which women may

as to foster, not to suppress,
ture, learning, or

COURT.

cases of apparent hydrophobia produced

dogs that were not mad,
proved.
rabies as

as

and consequently of developing a larger number of supposed cases. Lastly, he declares that the symptoms that
are

commonly

assigned to rabies are fictitious; that

be endowed." The result of this will be the development of a constantly increasing measure of mentality
in woman, uplifting her till she is the perfect com-

plement of man.

of speech

*

Rev.

W. Benham

May

for

*

well-deserved rebuke to

Dean Burgon, and

to

whom

his " furious

which may be called noisy and
The theory
violent," are anything but convincing.
of evolution which Dean Burgon calls " the weakest
of unphilosophical imaginations," is one which is recin a style "

ognized by the clergy as being strong reinforced byevidence and is being accepted by many of them
whole or in part. Thus Mr. Benham says, " The
Dean may be assured that the case has hopelessly
gone against him here," and "that he will soon be
alone."

left

*

*

the discovery
the Pharaoh of the

mummy

is

of Rameses II,
whose reign the Israelites are said to
have "sighed by reason of their bondage." The
Bible, during

tomb containing

it is

im-

dog with the power
and demands that this

gait,

of the much debated term "Agnostic,"
Ward Howe, in a recent lecture given at
Memorial Hall, Boston, Mass., on "The Igno-

Apropos
Mrs. Julia

Parker

rant Classes," said:
This

is

a subject

mummy

the

of the great king, as

we

ask, in relation to

first

ignorant in

some

hear
"

it,

respects.

much

about nowadays.

Ignorant of what

There

is

?"

I

would

All people are

individual ignorance and

People of philosophical habits in these times call
themselves "agnostics," which, were it not for a former political
significance of the name, might be translated, "know nothings.'
Such people have in all ages kept in view the limitations of knowlclass ignorance.

number of the things worthy
known they described themselves ignorant in view of the
immense disproportion between what they wish to know and

edge, and the boundless extent and
to be

;

what they can know.

*

*

*

Matthew Arnold reviews the course

of

recent

"Up
He finds

to Easter," in The Nineteenth Cen-

anything but a satisfactory
having long been affected with
" half-heartedness," and not being "sanguine" about
their future, he favors the continuance in power of
the Conservative party, and asks, " Why, then, should

tury for

interest to the antiquary

Of great

fours, just as

all

to innoculate a

and an upright

British politics

*

of the

man

it is

a disposi-

truth be at once inculcated in the public mind.

Dean Burgon, whose article in a recent number criticising Canon Fremantle, was bigoted and intolerant
Mr. Benham asserts that there are
in the extreme.
large numbers of the clergy who no longer accept
onslaughts"

bark and run about on

tion to

possible for a

man with

writes in The Fortnightly Review

administering a

the views of

bite of

recovery

He looks upon the institutes for the cure of
means of increasing the popular apprehension,

impossible for a dog to innoculate a

*

by the

ultimate

their

May.

past; Liberal politics

we be

so very- eager to take up again with the 'taber-

about forty other kings, queens
and princes, has long been known to a few of the natives, but was kept a secret by them for pecuniary

nacle of Moloch,' Mr. Gladstone's old umbrella, or
the star of our god Rumphan,' the genial counte-

Emil Brugsch Bey, curator of the
Bulaq Museum at Cairo, was guided to its entrance
by an Arab who had been led to betray his trust by a

pass

well as of those of

reasons, until Ilerr

liberal

of "bakhshish."

offer

The

royal

mummies

were taken out and unrolled, whereupon abundant
evidence was found to show that they were indeed
those of the Egyptian "oppressor" and his ancestors.
They were soon taken to Cairo, where, incased in
tTiss,

they

may

be seen at the Bulaq
*

*

Museum.

#

The "Hydrophobia Bugbear "is the subject of an article by Dr. Edward C. Spitzka in Hie Forum for April.
The results of careful investigation have led him to believe that a large

majority of cases of so-called rabies

'

nance of Sir William Harcourt, merely
forty-

years

Wife's Sister?"
in

become

so

wrought upon by

fear that nervous disor-

ders of peculiar characters are the results.

He

adduces

If

in

order to

the wilderness of the Deceased
the government will quell anarchy

Ireland, give her a

sound plan of

ment and make the land laws

local govern-

he will support it,
and he believes that the British people will do the
just,

*
*
*
same.
The .Westminster Review, entering upon its sixtyfourth year becomes a monthly, and issues an announcement of its purposes past and present. It has

been called "The Cradle of English Liberalism" and
was one of the first voices raised in favor of free
trade.
It becomes a monthly publication in answer
to the demand for periodical literature which the
constantly increasing liberalism of the age is making.
*

are spurious, the real trouble being that the persons bitten

in

I

Max

Iriginal

*

contributions from the pen of Prof. F.

Midler, will soon be printed in

The Open Court-

THE OPEN COURT.
THEOLOGY OF EVOLUTION.

COPE'S

BY DR.

EDMUND MONTGOMERY.
Part

If refutation

leave Professor Cope's theo-

among

hopelessly wrecked

craft

logical

and not elucidation were the object of

we might

this criticism,

the psycho-

Before having come within

physical breakers.

says himself, that "the
the disposition

11.

fair sight
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knowledge

do right" are

to

The moral

ized character they possess."

as evinced in his social relations
tual

man

pressure each

with regard to

most perilous reef in the wide sea of knowledge, where
The strait between
so many goodly ships have stranded.

strictly follows, that the

his

mu-

conduct toward

who

Deity,

who

must be

devoid of morality.

modern philosophers.

°Iogv of evolution,

The conclusions of the Theology of Evolution
having been reached through biological studies from the

deficient,

show what strange

will first

give careful attention to the great problem of the rela-

mind

tion of

to organization.

" active exercise of mentality "

must

due,"

is

deemed
"lesser

vastly inferior in

we

are told "

evolu-

all

rightly contemplated,
all

— be

respects to the

essential

which they

organized, the mind

undivided

it

due,

is

is

being

The

self.

great

Mind

It

conceived as

is

connected with the wholly unorganized state of matter;
indeed as being the property of the primordial " unspecialized " substratum,

know,

with which evolution

starts.

Now,

that in proportion as matter gains in sig-

and efficiency by the progressive evolution of
organic forms, the mind of these forms gains likewise in
nificance

significance and efficiency.

rience clearly proves.

The

which organic forms

This

organization, the

still

more

at least

is

what expe-

scale of progressive evolu-

are ranged,

of progressive mental evolution.

is

also the scale

The less advanced

inferior the mind.

And

the

as the

Mind

is the property of wholly unorganized matmust necessarily be the most inferior of all minds.
And when it comes to the higher exhibitions of menit

tality,

the

—

with

our chances of immortality? An "inseparable
bond " binds us " forever to a material basis." The material basis undergoes after death a rapid retrograde metait

follows that the qualities or faculties of

our mind, which had entirely depended on high-wrought
vital organization, decay and dissolve at least as rapidly
as their material

Our immortality would

substratum.

then consist of whatever mind

the scattered

in

left

is

ammonia, etc.
must not be thought that the plain and rudimentary remarks we have just been making were advanced
merely to divert ourselves at the expense of a Deity

it."

would betoken sheer insanity in the great Mind to amuse itself,
by most laboriously splitting its being into a number of
lesser minds that were not an improvement upon its

ter,

the the-

may appear rather strange that
much superior to the whole from
But, then, we would naturally
are derived.
at least we would sincerely hope on moral

fragment of

exerted to some good or useful purpose.

great

of

are

acid,

It

fectly well

tion, in

Mind

would be mentally

becomes more highly
it
becomes also
what under these conditions

connected

more highly developed,

who

all

all,

cedes, just in proportion as matter

grounds, that this active exercise of mentality on the

we

existed at

if it

and a moral nonentity,
Furthermore, if mind is a property of matter, as
Professor Cope maintains, and if, as he willingly con-

part of the great Mind, to which evolution

own

docs not enter into social relations

elements of decomposition; the mind of water, carbonic

that are " a part or

fragments should be so
suppose, or

It

On

minds"

consideration

first

— when

him." (p..«0

has no " organized

evident then, that the great

morphosis;

Professor Cope's Deity or " great Mind," to whose

tion

It is

totally

man

nature of

men

character," and

we

"have

causes toward his fellow

and Charybdiswas not more fatal to ancient voyagers, than the puzzle of mind and body proves to be to

outcomes this mode of procedure involves, and
then we will endeavor to estimate the merits of Professor Cope's peculiar views of vitality and evolution, that
have seemed to him to warrant his theological speculaThis biological examination will compel us to
tions.

right and

an effect of "the

is

Scilla

evolutional standpoint,

is

been developed by use into the habit of so acting; and
the acts which men perform naturally follow the organ-

of biology and evolution, the venturous sailor struck the

logical

what

of

faculties that

Godhead lodging

in

primordial matter

more incommensurably behind.

Professor

is

We

the property of matter.

how

a philosophical

understand per-

naturalist

and especially

a biologist, finds himself utterly incapable of conceiving

mind, individual or general, floating about
attached to nothing.
to

in

vacancy

In exposing here the absurdities

which the conception of mind, independent of organiwe had in view not only the

zation, necessarily leads,

special conception of the " great

Mind

" of the

llie-

ology of Evolution, but the conception of any kind of
mind not connected with organized individuality.

No one can be more realistically aware of the dependence of mental evolution on organic evolution than
Professor Cope, who has studied so minutely and understandingly the correspondence obtaining between the
progressive scale of life and that of mind, as traceable in
the records of our planet.
distinguished a

come

scientific

then, has so highly

and thinker

to indulge in such fantastic notions

The
Cope is

jects of theological faith

Just because Professor
cialist,

How,
observer

but

is

.-

reason

is

ever

about the ob-

not far to seek,

not a mere narrow spe-

sympathetically alive to the great questions

is left

of our time; for this reason have his scientific researches

Cope

— however

accurate

and

important

in

themselves
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him answers also to those great open
our ultimate hopes and fears are
which
on
questions,

conduced

to yield to

He

pending.

region of thought

this
sj

"

himself says:
at

least

We

420).

p.

heartily

him

willingly follow

medium

this

larger quest,

(O. of

sentiment and

knowing

well

the constitution of reality

is

—

expecting a solution of these supreme questions, questions whose accepted answers have ever been molding
and will continue to mold, social conduct. To understand our present philosophical

toward them,
of

modern

we have

to

and

go back

scientific

position

to the starting point

Descartes was the

draw

first to

a sharp line

between

world governed by mechanical necessity, and
a mental world deriving its ideal inspirations from God,
Mechanical principles were soon
the ens rcalissiinum.
mathematically systematized and brought to bear on the
outer world with a success that initiated a

in this

new

era in

chaos of capricious occurrences

the previous conception of nature be-

made up

that had

came

The

thought.

steady light an ordered universe, following

with never-failing constancy and precision the laws of
But now, more than ever, the
mechanical necessity.
two disparate spheres, that of mind and that of matter,

seemed

incommensurable, the former originating

utterly

and

intuitively

tions, the latter

wide range of pliant figuraproceeding undeviatingly through time
will

at

its

and space, rigorously compelled from moment

to

moment

by equivalent causation.
There remained, however, one domain of material
existence which refused to comply so readily with the
demands of mechanical science. To unsophisticated observers the body of living beings seemed to be formed
and actuated by forces not reducible
Descartes himself

standard.

to the

mechanical

— blinded by the recent

dis-

covery of the circulation of the blood, which he believed
to be an

entirely mechanical

phenomenon

— would

not

admit such a distinction between organic and inorganic
nature.
to

He

simply and consistently declared

all

organisms

be nothing but mechanical automata to which, in the

special case of the

superadded.

To

One

is

forced to recognize that the organ-

human organism,

a thinking soul

was

subsequent observers, living organisms,

The modern world-conception

And

it is

find ourselves

still

busily engaged.

Kant, inspired by Newton, framed the nebular hymechanical principles for

pothesis, accounting on

present disposition and motion of cosmical masses.

der this point of view

it

became obvious

the

Un-

that organic

somehow evolved during the
our planet.
Kant himself tried hard to

beings must have been

development of
extend the mechanical interpretation
for

to organic forms,

he firmly believed that teleological considerations had

from the science of the material world.

to be excluded

to

become convinced

stitution of

that the manifest teleological con-

organic forms and functions cannot possibly

confess that

it is

in all reality, a try-

make out how far mechanical laws have here
how far other explanatory principles have to

formulated a theory of

much

earlier

than La-

marck and others, but found himself, even then, driven
to assume that our mother earth must have given birth
to primitive organisms which contained potentially the
generative

drift

of

all

succeeding evolutions of living

This hypothetical endowment of our planet with
an all-efficient maternal fecundity was, however, little
in keeping with its avowed mechanical constitution.
beings.

Evidently, the origin and development of living beings
in the

course of meclianical world-formation was as per-

plexing a question then as

is at

it

pite the specious discussions of

the present day, des-

the Synthetic Philoso-

Mechanical evolution and organic evolution can-

phy.

made to blend harmoniously.
And, from another point of view, the fundamental
divisions of our modern world-conception refuse no less to
blend.
For how is mechanical necessity to be reconciled
not be

with volitional activity of
Kant,

who examined

hyper-mechanical kind?

a

our mental constitution more ex-

haustively than had ever been done before, discovered

nothing but necessity
the outside world.

seemed

to

him

in its

immediate interaction with

Perception, as well as conception,

strictly

determined by arrangements not

allowing any free play on the part of our volition.

Our

mental faculties he held to be competent to deal only
with the sensible world.
to the sensible

world was

And
in his

necessity

And one must

He

be mechanically explained.

descent and gradual development

pretation, on the other side the supernatural interpreta-

ainl

we

perplexing endeavor that

in this

and unalterable conditions.

sway,

had, then, three dis-

outer universe, the organism, and the mind.

everything appertaining
opinion governed by fixed

There was, however, still one outlet left for liberty
For, however complete the sway of

the hotly contested ground, for the possession of

ing task to

the mutual

spheres of manifest existence to harmonize, the

tinct

which mind and body are so strangely blended, became
which
were struggling, on the one side the mechanical inter

in

tion.

medium between

But he was too profound and conscientious a thinker not

science.

a material

human

in.

interposing a specific

is

intercourse of the physical and the psychical order.

for such "occasional flights."

no longer from verbal traditions or conceptions
about the concerns of the world, it is from a scientific
insight into the world itself, that the rational mind is
It

ism

brings the thinker into

approve of

in his

that careful researches into

furnish the right

occasional flight into

of his fellowmen."

mputhv with the thoughts

K,

An

be called

to assert itself.

in

may

be in

our world,

our moral actions

With
tion,

a transcendent

at

least,

power

it

cannot be denied that

we do

not yield to

it.

of spontaneous or free causa-

emanating from the depth of our being, we overcome
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and

compulsion

mechanical

bend

our

to

it

impose on the insentient mechanism of
nature the moral injunctions recognized by reason.

Kant accounted

for this

enigmatical

power

Meanwhile, natural

higher

We

purpose.

of ours to
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followed triumphantly

science, within
its

its

ing physical occurrences by means of the agitation, aggregation, or dispersion of masses through mechanically

transfigure the physical nexus of perceptible things in

imparted motion, and feeling baffled only

conformity with ideal conceptions; a power which he
moral doings, he
erroneously restricted to purely

face to face with the

by making it flow into nature from a
supernatural sphere, where he believed our moral being
to have its veritable home.
This breaking through natural law from above and

clearly discerned

accounted for

it,

within by strength of free volitional causation, sanctioned thus by the leading thinker of the age, was soon

followed by

a general revolt against physical necessity.

Spreading from Germany to France and eventually to
England and America, this philosophical re-assertion of
human spontaneity received additional impetus from
individual and social aspirations, roused by Rousseau,

French revolution, and Shakespeare, and soon it
fused its own spirit of freedom together with that of
the renaissance and the reformation, into one impetuous

the

against

protest

the deadening

fatalism

of

inflexible

causation and external compulsion.

To

understand

which

this

movement

move-

ment kindled and is still sustaining, a
sented by Emerson in this country, by Coleridge and
Carlyle in England, by Cousin and Jeoffroy in France,
by Fichte, Schelling and Hegel in Germany. Fully to
repre-

understand this excessive outburst of mental exultation

we have
preting

remember that Newton's method of interphysical phenomena had gained ascendency

to

The
also in the interpretation of mental phenomena.
which became victorious in
sensation-philosophy,
England and France, originated avowedly in the
attempt to explain

method.

Newton's

mental occurrences according to

And

even

researches into the constitution of

by Newtonian

principles.

The

impression was, that mental

Kant declared his
the mind to be guided

prevailing philosophical

phenomena

are subject to a

when brought

problems of vitality and organizaHere, mechanical effectuation was more or less

tion.

forms and

be incompetent to build up organic

to

them.

to infuse life into

Thus, while physi-

research had long ceased to

cists in their special field of

have recourse to supernatural aid, biologists felt still
compelled to invoke some kind of deus ex mackind, if
not always to explain vital phenomena, then

Linnaeus by a gigantic

effort,

had succeeded

ing order into the chaos of organic forms.

by which
to subdue

morphological similarities and differences

— was based on

the special creation and subsequent stability of every dis-

And though

tinct species.

in

the course of time evolu-

came to haunt biologiwere naturally loath to

tional ideas of various description

relinquish the principles underlying their well-systema-

knowledge, only to adopt some other insufficiently
This feeling among biologists was
still paramount when Darwin's work on the
Origin
formade
its
first
appearance
and
turned
Species
of
ever the tide in favor of gradual and progressive evolutized

supported theory.

tion.

The

scientific

persuasiveness of Darwin's view lay in

the demonstration of natural selection as a directing in-

fluence actually at

woik during

the struggle for exist-

ence; an influence eliminating less useful and preserving

more

useful variations, so that the latter are enabled to

cumulate in the race. The occurrence of a profusion of
most manifold variations is presupposed in this evolutional conception.
But this was no serious hindrance in
the

way

of

its

acceptance, for the existence of frequent

from the

types had proved

gradually established habits of association a matterless,

of varieties in specific directions, the entire

This self-annihilating view of things was by no
means flattering to human pride, nor could it be any
more reconciled with the actual experience of volitional
spontaneity

We

than the theological

dogma

of predestina-

who

scientifically fixed

too perplexing to professional systematizers to have been

overlooked.

So soon,

then, as natural selection

influence.
Geology, paleontology, comparative
anatomy, embryology, all chimed in to confirm this

ing

newly acknowledged
and

emphasize

truth of

gradual transformation

progressive tendency.

world-conception, have to be dated from

self-determination.

domain of

perceived to have been always plastic to this same mold-

of science, and

to this rationalistic reassurance of individual

ad-

organic forms became fluent to the mind's eye, and was

welcome

cannot wonder, then, that those,

was

mitted to be a veritable cause furthering the cumulation

under
the influence of free-thought had liberated themselves
from the authority of biblical traditions, without becoming converts to the scientific cretd, gave now eager
tion.

in bring-

This order,

now for the first time were enabled
human comprehension a vast confusion of

to

variations

Godless realm of phantasmal appearances.

least to

naturalists

causal enchainment as rigorously determined as that of
In its extreme nihilistic form the
physical phenomena.
sensation-philosophy had reduced us and the world to a
congeries of elementary sensations, constituting through

soulless,

at

account for the origin of living beings.

cal science, serious investigators

the enthusiasm

own domain,

clearly defined course, explain-

to

its

It is a historical fact

which can never be overturned,

that the adoption of the evolution-hypothesis on the part

from no one

the general

else.

spread

of the evolutional

Darwin and
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Mechanical biologists were not slow to make most
of this mode of organic development and adaptation,
effected seemingly by purely physical causes without

by Kant, the latter by Diderot, who main"organs produce needs, and that reciprocally,

find already

tained that

needs produce organs."

now

any teleological principle. Some of us, however, knew at once that natural selection itself cannot

special theories,

rightly be taken as the productive cause of organic evo-

other biologists endeavor to account for this supreme

the help of

For,

lution.

is

it

obvious that an
-

occurrence which

enables something to be preserved does nowise account
either for

production or for

its

its

actual

It

of

fact

natural selection possesses a kind of shaping efficiency,

an efficiency remotely akin to that of the sculptor

by chiseling

his statue

who

off chip after chip of use-

Darwin had before him the results of
selection, where the breeder by cumulating

material.

artificial

varieties in intended directions, succeeds in

transforming

organic shapes and functions to suit his purpose.
natural selection the specific surroundings,

which and against which organic
stitute a positive influence

happen

life is

In

by means

of

carried on, con-

favoring those individuals that

through advantageous

ence?

how do advantageous
This, after

tion.

And

Cope

is

it is

principally

survival of the

What

is

progressive

fittest,

the

best

whose

come

into exist-

problem of evolusolution

Professor

devoting his energies. Not the
but " The Origin of the Fittest."

power

that from within creates those

of structure and function
through which organisms become not only better adaptmodifications

ed to the relations already subsisting between them and
their

medium, but through which, moreover,

new

relations

specific

ways

are

originated, extending

in

entirely

additional

their sphere of interaction.

more definite form than ever before, the
between external mechanics and internal
spontaneity, the old, old strife between cosmical necessity and individual liberty, is again forcing itself upon
our attention. A few years ago mechanism in the domain of organic life seemed to have it all its own way.
Now, in various guises spontaneity is beginning to reassert itself.
The belief is gaining ground that a definite formative and evolutional power has inhered in
Here,

in a

great strife

primitive forms of

life,

compelling

— as

germs— all succeeding developments.
that

mental propensities

sires are

w

in

in

reproductive

And

the notion

the form of wants and de-

operative in shaping organic structure

is

like-

coming to the front again. Both these ideas were
expressed by Lamarck, who said
"The vital power
would produce a continuously graduated scale of development if the modifying influences of the medium were
ise

:

not interfering."

And:

"

production

DR.

Needs produce organs,

develop and strengthen them."

of

advantageous

To

SAMUEL KNEELAND ON CREMATION.
Boston, May,

the Editors:

The former

habits

idea

we

1887.

Dr. Samuel Kneeland recently read a paper before the Parker

Memorial Science Class on " Cremation, and other Methods of
Disposing of the Dead," an abstract of which, it is believed, will
interest the readers of The Open Court.
All nations the lecturer said appear to have believed in
a life after death, and have, according to their ideas of this
after-life, taken what they considered the
very best measures
to secure to their deceased relatives the enjoyment of a heaven,
as far as funeral rites were concerned. Of the four principal
modes of mummification, aerial exposure, burning and interment,
at length

only of the

last

two.

He described

the process

of mummification, as practiced by the Egyptians, and exhibited

photographs of the recently opened
variations

the cardinal

all, is

the one to

— the

CORRESPONDENCE.

he spoke

be

variations to

adapted to the given situation.

But

evolution,

mode of preser-

Natural selection can only favor the preservation of what was brought into existence and is being preYet, it must be admitted that
served by other means.

forms

by means of which Professor Cope and

variations.

vation.

less

devolves upon us to consider carefully the

show

mummy

of

Rameses

II, to

though long arrested, will
at last prevail
perhaps to the great danger of the living. Thev
believed that, after 3,000 years, the dead awoke to immortal life
on earth; hence their devices to preserve their bodies. He alluded
to the drying processes used by the Guanches, and the exposure
by the Parsees of their dead to the beaks of vultures. Before
the Christian era both burial and burning were in use, though the
latter was the more ancient, it is mentioned by Homer, and was
occasionally employed by the early Romans, and also under the
Empire, and until Christianity in the fourth century had made
burial the rule.
Among the Jews burial was the custom, but we
find that the bodies of Saul and his sons were recovered after the
battle against the Philistines, that they might be burned, as a
mark of special honor. In the fourth century, burning fell into
disuse, and since this inhumation has been the general custom.
Some have pretended that this, so-called Christian rite was due
largely to the idea that burning would interfere with the final
resurrection of the body, and some religious enthusiasts still make
this objection.
When we reflect that, after all, it is only a more
or less rapid oxidation, whether we burn or whether we bury, and
that the result is the same, this objection seems frivolous; it certainly cannot be a matter of any theological importance whether
this is accomplished by slow and dangerous underground decomposition or by the speedy safe agency of heat; the miracle of
re-creation of the body at any future day of judgment would in
either case be the same. Said the Bishop of Manchester, England,
" I hold that the earth was
in 18S0, at the dedication of a cemetery
that the natural forces of decay,

—

:

made

for the living, not for the dead.

No

intelligent faith can

suppose that any Christian doctrine can be affected by the manner
in which, or the time in which, this mortal body crumbles into
dust."
It has come now to be a recognized opinion among sanitrians
and philanthropists that earth burial is attended with an everincreasing danger in large populous communities. The abomination of burial in churches, once so common, has long been abolished, except in very exceptional cases, as Nelson and Wellington
He adduced many instances to show how the soil of church-yards

—

;
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has been raised several

feet

by the accumulated remains of the

dead, and so saturated therewith that the water and the air in

neighborhood were actually poisoned, and the cause of many
The amount of ground used for cemeteries,
which might be occupied for the support of the living, is very
great not less than 4,000 acres in the immediate vicinity of New
York citv; according to reliable statistics, with the probable
their
fatal

epidemics.

—

increase of population in the next

fifty

years, there will be 500,-

000 acres devoted in the United States to earth burial. From this
point of view, grave-yards are desecrated rather than consecrated grounds. We cannot hope to have pure air, pure water,
or pure

soil in

the vicinity of grave-yards; the city of Philadel-

most unfortunately situated in this respect, receiving into
the Schuylkill, above the dam, the drainage of not less than So,000 graves. Hundreds of cases, from Hannibal to the London
plague of iS^4 could be mentioned to prove the fatal effects of
disturbing old cemeteries; the so-called " Roman fever " is due
less to the miasmataof the marshes than to the emanations from a
soil saturated for centuries by the remains of millions of the
Decomposition in the earth resolves the body less into
dead.
dust than into gases; the former is only four to five pounds of
lime salts, the latter escape into the air, or are absorbed by the
Man, by his mode
roots of plants to produce a useless fertility.
of interment, contrives to prolong to the utmost the possibility
of poisoning earth, air and water. In the grave of six feet in
depth there is no access to the minute creatures which rapidly
destroy flesh on or near the surface; the devouring worm is a
myth, and chemical decomposition is what occurs; the microbes
do their share of the work of putrefaction near the surface and
in the earlv processes. There is, however, a way in which the
health of thickly settled communities can be protected against the
dangerous emanations from the bodies of those who die in our
midst, and at the same time fulfill all religious, sacred, loving and
tender duties to them, and that is by burning or "cremation."
Attention was prominently drawn to this process in 1S73, at the
Vienna Exposition, bv the results of scientific cremation exhibited
phia

is

by Professor Brunetti; since then the progress of this reform has
been shown by the establishment of many crematories, especially
in Italy and Germany, and some half a dozen in this country,
bv treatises on the subject in all civilized languages, and the
springing up of hundreds of societies, one even in Boston; so
that this process, at first called barbarous and heathenish, is now
recognized bv most scientific physicians and thinking men and
women, as destined to supersede earth burial in populous comIt is a process of great scientific skill to reduce the
munities.
body bv the application of intense heat into its elements at once,
and without the flame coming into contact with it. The history
of cremation in this country is very brief. The first practical
movement was in New York in 1S74, in 1SS4 there were two
crematories in the United States, both

now

in

Pennsylvania; there are

three others which have cremated to the present time about

250 bodies; in England there are three, in

Germany; in
Germany, principally

several in

Italy

twenty, and

Italy at least 500 have been burned, and

Gotha, more than 250; there are also
hundreds of societies and a dormant one in Boston. He described
the process as performed in Gotha, Milan, Washington, Pa., and
in

in

Fresh Pond, L. I.; the oven is a fire-clay retort, of a special shape
such as is used in making gas and is heated to 1,500 to i,75odegrees
Fahrenheit. The time required is about one and one-half hours, and
the result is between four and five pounds of calcined bones which

and ashes; there is neither odor
comes into contact with the body, nor
is there any sight or sound to offend the most fastidious.
The
objection that criminal practices might thus be masked is fully
met by the stringent laws by which such corporations are bound,
and which would rather prevent or detect murderous deeds.

readily

fall

into small fragments

nor smoke, no

fuel or flame
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This would save expense and vain show at funerals, without
any religious ceremonies and also much dangerous exposure at the grave in inclement weather. The expense,
both in Europe and this country, is from twenty-five to thirty
dollars, not half the cost of an ordinary casket; the aggregate
interfering with

saving in the United States annually by cremation would amount
many million dollars, which sum is not only thrown away, but

to

serves to perpetuate and extend a custom dangerous to the living.

Undertakers, at

way

first,

would

object, but they

would soon

find

some

gracefully to yield, and get comfort and cash out of crema-

Rich and poor would then be served alike, and the equality
would be a verity. The
a few handsful of ashes
the horrors of the grave
work of years is thus done in an hour
are done away with
no robbery and mutilation of the dead can
occur.
We may have in an urn all that is earthy of our relatives,
while the ethereal particles, set free by heat, dwell in the bright
sunlight and not in the dark, damp ground. Our prejudices,
sympathies and sentiments at first rebel against cremation,- but
as rational beings we should not allow our emotions to run away
tion.

of the dead

—
—

—

—

The living
in a matter so important as this.
have the best right to live, irrespective of the dead, and to enjoy
that immunity from many diseases arising from foul air, impure
water and poisoned earth, which they are entitled to receive from
the progress of sanitary science. "God's acre" shall then cease
to be a plague spot, and the earth shall be the home and the supwith our reason,

port of

and not the bed of

life

death.

GOOD AND BAD.
To

the Editors :
Fully appreciating the well-defined merits of what has been

said in

The Open Court

relating to

good and

evil,

I

am

still

impressed that these terms have each a positive and a relative
character.

As to good, in a moral sense, it must necessarily have a fixed,
and invariable standard, in which a vicious will can have no companionship. This attitude alone would represent the positive
and the expression good, in its common usage, as applied to
material things, may embrace a countless number of varying
states and conditions; and, as a matter of course, would represent
the relative.

Now, as to the origin and basis of the positive,
we mav can we find its home anywhere outside of

speculate as
the order of

belongs to the fitness of things, to the harmonies
of the infinite parts of the inconceivably grand whole as they
go their perpetual round, and where else could this fitting
nature?

It

It came as intelliin of a sentient factor have been derived?
gence came; but unlike the slow growth of intelligence through
it came out of the ages known only to
matter and form, to guide intelligence to happiest results, comWe say " it came," etc., in the
plete and ever unchangeable.
absence of a conception tending to any other deduction rationally

the processes of evolution,

considered; not from the average will of man, surely.

That man
independent
thought,

is,

will

it

in a

will,

varying and limited sense, endowed with an
one will deny and, if we take proper

no

readily

;

appear that

man

unpossessed of this

would be far less than what he is, and that the evolution
of sense would have been arrested by the default of nature, on the
verge of Completion. Not a supposable case!
It is religiously expressed or implied, that the Decalogue
the story of its origin not taken into consideration embraces the
sum and substance of all moral law. This is wide of the truth!
For example: Are the endless evils which are every where arising
out of social and political states, in a general way fostered and
faculty

—

condoned,

less inimical to morality, less

responsibility, than are the offenses

one

is

chargable to individual

named

in the

Decalogue?

If

constrained to say no; why, then, should the religious

world pass them by?

:
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We

hold to personal responsibility for departures from moral

law by the same rule which effects to govern the decisions of
ciyic courts, viz: the degree of volition, hereditary bias, etc., as we
are compelled to regard man, in large part, as a being subjective
in the

Shall not our faithful workers have the cheering assurance of our
cordial

sympathy and support

Contributions

satisfaction to the individual

and the

public, in matters public

and

C. K. D.

private.

J.

Boston, Mass., May, 18S7.
This school, recently established under the auspices of the
American Unitarian Association, in charge of Rev. Henry F.
the Editors

is

now

in operation.

thirty pupils are enrolled,

as roads in the

Crow

More than

and the

half

its

present quota of

rest will doubtless enter as

soon

reservation are passable.

This is what Rev. J. B. Harrison, who has recently visited it,
terms "the one lone lorn Indian Mission School of the Unitarian
denomination." Now that the Dawes Law in Severalty, and Indian
Citizenship Bill

is

the law of the land,

friend of the Indian and every

good

it

is

incumbent on every

citizen to aid in fitting

him

for

the proper exercise of the rights with which he has been clothed.

work

that appeals alike to all of the liberal faith, to what-

may

ever wing they

belong, and on which

we can

stand shoulder

shoulder with good men of every denomination and every
shade of religious belief. Our appeal in behalf ot the Montana
to

is made only to those of what are called the liberals, simply
because the "evangelical" or "orthodox" churches have for
years been at large outlay in maintaining Indian schools on the

school

reservations; while we, for reasons

have been

forth,

idle.

which have been already

The work has

at last

set

been begun, and we

sympathy and support of all good men or women,
not already identified themselves with some other Indian educational work. Our earnest and faithful missionaries,
ask for

it

the

who have

Rev. and Mrs. Henry F. Bond, and Miss

May

Crosby,

who have

heroically undertaken this pioneer work, should be cheered

and
encouraged by our sympathy and support. Funds are needed for
the more complete equipment of the school, and for the support
of the superintendent and his employes. The debt on the building and outfit is about half paid. Fifteen hundred dollars are yet
due, for which we ask contributions. Boys' clothing is greatly
needed, and gifts of new or worn garments for boys from eight to
eighteen year-, or of material from which to make them, are asked
lor.

The Crow

To

F. B.

Marshall.

the Editors:

Just

now

as

I

took up

The Open Court

of

March

17,

my

eye rested upon an article entitled " The Rights of those who
Dislike Tobacco." This is a class to which I belong, and I at once
read the article to which I give my hearty indorsement, having

The

INDIANS.

a

at

recently been a victim to the monstrous selfishness of smokers.

~THE* MONTANA INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR

It is

me

THE TOBACCO NUISANCE.

needs but a few words to illustrate relative good. It is
enough to say, that morality is not specially embraced in its
application. It can only comprehend that which may give rational
It

Bond,

undertaking?
No. 25 Beacon St., Boston.

in their great

be sent to

matter of character to his surrounding conditions, and to

ancestral impress.

To

may

Indians have never had any missionary or educa-

work done among them, with the exception of a small government school at the agency. The tribe numbers about 3,500, of
tional

whom Soo are children of school age. They are naturally wild
and debased, but are docile, and not inclined to intemperance.
They are honestly endeavoring to obey the injunctions of their
Gnat Father at Washington, and are selecting their allotments
and building houses upon them. The government has sent out
farmers to live among them, to show them how to cultivate the
ground, how to build houses, and how to live in them in a civilized way.
They have always been the friends and allies of the
whites, and ready to take up arms against any tribe at war with
the United States, even though they were their life-long friends.
For this reason they have been hitherto neglected by the missionary bodies, who devoted themselves to the conversion of the tribes
from whom the whites had most to fear. This unjust neglect ol
our steadfast friends should now be put an end to, and every effort
should be made to educate and civilize them. It is a work requiring heroic self-sacrifice, zeal, and patience for its successful
plishment, and the liberal and cordial aid'of all its friends.

fatigue and

annoyances of

travel are

much

lessened by the

delightful cars offered to the public for a certain

price; but the
comfort of both men and women is outraged to a degree not to be
tolerated, by the indifference of railroad officials to the unpardonable conduct of men who indulge in smoking without regard to

upon others.
This annoyance which is distressing
enough in the Pullman cars is increased in the Mann Boudoir
which by their compartment system offer the much needed seclusion and rest to the weary traveler; the omnipresent smoker
because he is hidden from view, either imagines the odor will not
the effect

penetrate farther than his apartment, or

whether

does or not, so that he

is

quite indifferent as to

unmolested

in his enjoyment.
through the wicker-fashioned ventilators
and is unobstructed in permeating every portion of the car. It
dries and parches the throat and nostrils of those who have not
rendered insensible the lining membrane of these organs by use
of the vile weed, nausea is produced, and the otherwise pleasant
journey is rendered miserable. As the writer of the article
referred to, very truly says, we pay as much for our seats as the
smokers pay for theirs, and we are entitled to the comfort the car
affords.
There ought not to be a smoking-room in any way connected with the parlor cars or sleepers. The smoking car should
be an entirely separate coach, and strict laws ought to be enforced
in regard to smoking on the train in any other car than the one
provided for that purpose. This is all that any man could ask,
for even under this arrangement he pays for one seat and gets
two, and the cost of running the smoker must be partly paid by
those who have no need of it. Men who smoke ought to suffer
whatever discomfort there may be connected with it instead of
those who are not addicted to the habit. Last summer during a
trip down Lake Champlain something occurred which is in point
while on the subject of tobacco. The day was a perfect one in
July, a soft breeze stirred the beautiful blue water into ripples;
the verdure as we passed along the Vermont shores was illustrative of the name; the mountains in the distance on either side
made the scene very picturesque. We seated ourselves on the
forward part of the beautiful steamer Vermont, which plies these
waters, and a quiet happiness diffused itself over us as we gazed
upon the charming landscapes presented to our view, when we
were unexpectedly brought to realize that even this ambrosial
atmosphere was not without the fumes of tobacco, and the inevit-

The

it

air passes

able vile

is

freely

man was

"where every prospect pleases," for
the steamer, sat an immense animal,
smoking a cigar, the wreaths of abominably

also here

well up toward the

gross and repulsive,

bow of

scented vapor floating back over

all

seated in that part of the

and worse than this on the floor at his side was a large soupplate into which he injected his surplus saliva until it was half
full, a loathsome and nauseating sight.
Conduct such as this
was to be looked for only in the lowest kind of saloon and yet
among respectable refined people he went on with his disgusting
programme unchecked by proper authority until he had finished
his third cigar, and then stopped not because he was compelled,
but because he had satisfied his vitiated desires, in his supreme
selfishness not thinking or caring whether others were annoyed

boat,

THE OPEN COURT.
Railroad and navigation companies ought to demand at
passengers who are well

or not.

least decent conduct, that those of their

disposed and orderly,

may

not be annoyed by boors.

ham, Alabama, in a Mann Boudoir car, a lady was subjected to
annovance bv the boisterous conduct of a party of politicians from
the capital of a prominent State, who were going on an excursion
They smoked and drank until they were merry
to New Orleans.
and noisv, and sang in a roaring tone songs of no very choice
Then some of them strolled through the car looking
selection.
inquisitively into every compartment, after which followed more
smoking and drinking and noisy demonstrations, vulgar remarks
and generally objectionable conduct, with nobody to interfere,
though even the porters were disgusted. True, their smoking and
singing were done in the smoking-room, but the fumes and the
noise were scarcely less disturbing than if indulged in in anyother part of the car.
The parlor car and the sleepers will speedily become no more

day coach if beastly men are permitted therein
to give free rein to their depraved inclinations. In using the word
beastly, I do not refer thereby to the conduct of our domestic
desirable than the

animals, for they are far less objectionable in their behavior than

mean an

I

misshapen and

ogre, a frightfully

hideously featured creature, such as live in the goblin stories of
no matter how well dressed these men may be, their

old, for

selfishness has rendered
I

who

trust those

them moral monsters.
annoyed in traveling by men

are

good manners, may send in their
who provide means of conveydo something to abate the nuisance, to

printed as delivered, and

endowing

universities, as in

came to adore the souls of the dead, expressed their
various prayers, conjurations and ceremonies, and
became subject to priests and sorcerers. Despite the mischief
feelings

in

done by these latter, great service was rendered to morality,
according to Professor d'Alviella, by these primitive religions.
They may have been badly needed in order to repress savage
passions and maintain social order, and at

all events they were
than their famous successors have been,
with the single exception of Buddhism. The whole subject of the

much

less intolerant

and religion

relations of morality

d'Alviella will,

it is

who

are disposed to

make

others uncomfortable, to

is

earnestly hoped,

bine

all

his results

on

this point.

next winter wili be devoted
the Semitic to the

It is

to

faith

Verviers, 1SS7.

all

who

Introduction a l'Histoire
Comte Goblet d'Alviella.

Generale

Leroux:

des

Paris, 1SS7.

Boston

This collection of

Religions.

:

D. Lothrop

interesting essays

ishing in the United States, England and India,

is

men and women of
volume comprises sixteen
with

1S30.

The

flour-

which

falls

His pamphlet, telling what

Eliza-

Co.

may be regarded as
years of helpful purIt

its

rare intelligence and character.

The

without counting a
poem at the -end of the series and an appendix, upon diverse
themes; most of them gleaned from various periodicals in which

inter-

at present pro-

many

&

author to live a life of high
and to enjoy a large number of friendships and intimaces

they originally appeared.

The author of these volumes, and also of an extremely
esting account of the movements to liberalize religion now

M. H.

constant intellectual activity and generous aspirations.

suits,

pp.185.

advocate "the scientific
F.

has been the special distinction of

pp. 109.

from

Everyone

Last Evening with Allston, and other Papers. By

ideals,

theque Gilon:

will pass

and worship.

reads the results of his studies already published will welelse he may consent to print.
Such books

gathered sheaves from a harvest of

Biblio-

may com-

pleasant to hear that he

Judaism, and that he

Aryan forms of

beth P. Peabody.

Cotnte Goblet d'Alviella.

Count

a special study, as he

come eagerly whatever

Caroline M. Everhard.

Histoire Religieuse du Feu.

it

disposed during the winter of 1S85-6 of the Chinese, Mexican and
Peruvian religions, that he took up the Egyptians last fall, that

through fear of the stringency of the law.

BOOK REVIEWS.

so important that

make

takes up one group of religions after another, so that he

study of religion."

refrain

American

strictly in the interest

gradually

etc.,

deserve peculiar praise from

cause those

Perhaps monev might

lectures thereon in our

of Free-Thought.
Most of the volume is taken up with very
suggestive summaries, showing hpw the primitive men at first
worshiped mountains, trees, animals, lightning, fire, the sun,

instincts, utterly regardless of

for the public will

supported by an appendix

founding a new one, more

complaints, until the companies

ance

is

plea for introducing the comparative analy-

of religions into collegiate education.

as well be spent in

who
of base

is

making a very strong
sis

In a recent trip South, riding from Chattanooga to Birming-

these men, but

course
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distinct papers,

The

earliest date of these productions is

others follow at irregular intervals during a period

but

little

All of them evince
mind of exceptional scholarship

short of half a century.

that they have proceeded from a

phenomena. One curious circumstance is the siminame of Prometheus to that of an instrument for
producing fire by friction, still in use in India where it is called
pramantha." The various legends that fire was not known upon
earth until it was stolen from heaven, certainly justify belief that
We are glad to see that these
the first men had to live without it.
essays have had two editions since their original publication in
the Revue tie Belgique.
The neatly bound volume containing the lectures on the

and deep moral and religious
topics touched upon in
the course of these essays the leading sentiments which come into
play all through them are the artistic, the philanthropic and the
religious.
The latter especially pervades and influences all the
discussions, even those which else would be purely literary.
If
one looks for the sharp and clear definitions, and logical methods
of modern science and inductive reasoning in the volume before
us he will be likely to find them wanting, but may be reconciled
to the deficiency by the special excellence and interest which it
It must be conceded that it is notable at least for
still possesses.
the indications that appear of a very thorough and varied erudition, a power of copious and delicate expression, extraordinary
imagination, tinged somewhat with mysticism, and pure and

origin and primitive forms of religion delivered by the Professor

elevated feeling.

two years ago, was published just before the discontinuance of
The Index, in which it could therefore be noticed only briefly and
inadequately. The introductory lecture states the theological and
other prejudices which make it impossible, as a general thing, for
a man to study any religion but his own, and often put it out of
the question to study even that. This important part of the

Although the author has long been accustomed to count heramong the liberal and progressive, it is not strange that much
of the contents of her book should seem to voice a stage of the
advance which is now considerably, if not altogether, superseded.
This is but what might be expected in view of the length of time
It however,
that has intervened since much of it was written.

fessor at the University of Brussels.

use has been

made

of

fire in

excite devotional feeling,

how much all

is

various ages and lands to express and

very valuable as showing not only

the religions have in

peculiar differences depend

common, but how closely their
state of human knowledge

upon the

of natural

larity of the

•'

and

culture, philanthropic spirit

sensibility.

self

While there are numerous

—

serves thus as a sort of chronicle of passing events and phases of
development, particularly of those of the transcendental transi-

which

tend,

through the influence of

later

questions and

tendencies of thought, to be forgotten.

The first paper, " Last Evening with Allston," from which
volume takes its title in part, is a report ol an evening passed
in the company of the great artist, near the close of his life, in
conversation upon religious themes. This is followed by a paper
upon the " Life and Genius of Allston," and also by one upon
an exhibition of his paintings. These articles afford a glimpse of
Allston's mental character and his work. The next in order to
these papers is entitled " A Vision," and is a remarkable piece of
imagination writing. " The Dorian Measure " is one of the
the

longest and most scholarly discussions in the book.
upon K. O. Miiller's History of the Dorians, a work
clusions are not as readily accepted as they were

Among

appearance.

It

is

based

whose con-

when

made

it

its

nious and suggestive, and with the remaining articles render it a
book of exceptional interest among the recent issues of the press.

D.

and other Poems.

re,
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&
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II.

C.

By J(". Stewart Ross. London:
Farringdon street, E. C. pp. 96.

with which the volume opens, and from which it takes its title.
Mr. Ross, as we have before had occasion to say in a notice of his
earlier book of poems, I, ays of Romance and Chivalry, has

him with a
certain fantastic and weird imagery which may remind his American readers of Edgar A. Poe, not in its rhythm or subjects, but
decided poetic ability, and his

muse seems

—

—

In proving

—

Love,

war and death are the prevailing topics of which he treats, but
we think he shows to greater advantage when he leaves these
well-worn grooves, as in the philosophic poem, " Reveresco," and
that on Robert Burns, which gained the prize offered by the
Dumfries Burns' Statue Committee for the best poem to be read
at the unveiling of this poet's statue in his own home.
From the
latter we quote a few specimen lines:
The brave man whose

Whose weapon's
Though

still

his

sheathed,
fire

whose banner's

furled,

and force of soul

Throb

in the veins of half the world.
Australia loves him; India, too,
As though he had but died yestreen;
Columbia knows the Hanks U' Doon,
And Afric sings of Bonnie Jean!"

this,

Mr. Binet makes an excellent use of the facts

in its useful line,

'The White House and

The
contains

number (May, 1887) of the Revue Philosophique,
management of which is so ably directed by Th. Ribot,

latest

articles

of

great

value on psychological and other

made

a speciality.

but the article

Its

in

is

the

P C.

always brightly

May number on

Memories," written by the editor and

embellished with fine portraits of the ladies that have presided at
the Presidential residence, a strikingly lovely one of Mrs. Grover

—

Cleveland leading the van in the frontispiece, and one of Miss
Rose Elizabeth Cleveland finishing the line, makes that number

—

Among

other topics of interest treated

we

Spanish America," by Hon. W. L.
Scraggs; "The Wabash Country Prior to 1S00," by Isaac R.
Strouse, and "Canada During the Victorian Era," by J. G.

note "Republicanism

in

Bouriuot.
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time to read

full of good thought and well worth a man's attention,
and the price of the journal. Indiana Saturday Herald.

of meat,

It is full
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The deepest and broadest thinkers
published at Chicago.

is

It

are contributors to

printed.

We have

The Open Court,

undoubtedly the best publication of the kind

Narraganset Times, Wakefield, R.

I.

The Open Court,

lished in Chicago,

a semi-monthly paper pubby B. F. Underwood and Sara A. Underwood, on ethics

and religion upon a

scientific basis.

It

received a copy of

claims to be devoted to the

upon a

scientific basis."

It is

are written, in the main, by

The Open Court,
the kind

of

the mechanical execution

The Open Court

Knoxville (Pa.) Item.

work

of establishing "ethics and religion

ably edited and nicely printed, and the articles

acknowledged scholars.

Kansas Blade.

a fortnightly journal, just started in Chicago,

we have
is

perfect.

seen.

Its articles

is

the

are well prepared and

Tri- Weekly Pioneer, Michigan.

on our table. It is a fortnightly journal devoted to
the work of establishing ethics and religion upon a scientific basis. The journal is exceedingly attractive in form and typography, and the articles able and
•
brilliant. — The Smelter, Pittsburgh, Kan.
is

The Open Court. — It
variety of liberal thought,

the editorial

study in realitv the

Mrs. Lamb's Magazine of American History
tempting

best thing

fight is fought,

we

are based our true and false convictions."

of hvpnotism, the study of which he has

to inspire

passionate utterances and romantic exaggeration.

"

studying the intensity of images,

method on which

especially attractive.

Price, 2 shillings.

its

When

;

This new volume by the editor of the London Secular Review
consists of a score of minor poems in addition to the longer one

in

—

Mr. Binet limits his essay to the intensity of such images.
Analogous to physiological processes intensity is accompanied by
" a disintegration of a greater quantity of nerve matter and a more
considerable production, of heat. * * * We must become
familiar with the idea that an image can pass through the same
degrees of intensity as a muscular contraction."
"The quality of intensify is generally and practicallv neglected, for what we search for in images is a quality quite different
from and independent of this first quality, viz., truth. But truth
If two arguments are different in
is nothing without intensity.
strength, the stronger one will conquer whether it be true or
false.
One does not speak of truth in mechanics. There are
only forces which work. It is the same in psychology; all discussion, all deliberation is at the bottom a problem of cinematics.

the other subjects considered are Language,

Primeval Man, Fourierism, Brook Farm or Christ's Idea of Society,
A Plea for Froebel's Kindergarten, a branch of elementary intellectual training to which Miss Peabody has long been zealously
devoted. These are all treated in a manner that is at once inge-

Lai

—

THE OPEN COURT.
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tion,

——

:

very

much

of

it

that

—Lockport

capacity.'

has a corps of able contributors who present a great
some of it bordering upon transcendentalism, but

is both instructive and entertaining to minds of average
(N. Y.) Daily Union.

We call

attention to the advertisement of The Open Court, a high class
and philosophic journal published at Chicago. It is a remarkably
brilliant and original paper, and its editors and contributors rank high in the
intellectual world.
The Universe, San Francisco, Cal.

summary is: 1. L'anesthesie Systematise^ et la
Dissociation des Phenomenes Psychologiques, by Pierre Janet.
2. L'intensite des images mentales, by A.
Binet.
3. The conclusion of an essay:
Le Phenomenisme et le Probabilisme dans

literary

L'ecole Platonicienne, by F. Picavet.
Beside other interesting
reading matter contained in this number, Mr. Beaussire discusses

Basis," rather hard sounding as an undertaking, but really made easy by a
simple exemplification of the subjects chosen for discussion. Daily Expositor,
Branttbrd, Ont.

subjects.

Its

the instruction of Natural

The most

Law

given at the College de France.

interesting essay to us

tensity of mental images.

is

Binet says:

Mr. Binet's on the in"The world 0/ images

which everyone of us carries in his brain, has its laws as has the
material world which surrounds us. These laws are analogous
to the laws of organic matter, for the images are living elements,
which are born, are transformed and die."

—

The Open Court is the title of a fortnightly journal published in Chicago
and "Devoted to the Work of Establishing Ethics and Religion upon a Scientific

The

publication of a most excellent paper called

commenced

The Open Court, was

Chicago. It is a fortnightly journal, devoted to the
work of establishing ethics and religion upon a scientific basis, and is edited
by B. F. Underwood, an assurance of itself that the paper is worthy the patronage of educated, thinking people. Among its contributors are Moncure
D. Conway, F"elix L. Oswald, Rev. M. .J. Savage, John Burroughs, Lewis
G.Janes and a host of other authors of well-established reputations. Sunday
Courier, Greenville, O.
recently

in

